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Abstract

Until recently, galaxies have been studied back to when the universe was
only 5-7% of its current age, yet little is known about the processes that
shape their early evolution and reionize most of the neutral gas in the
universe by that time. New observations of the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) and Atacama Large Millimetre Array move this timeline to only
2% and reveal that galaxies appear to be more evolved in the early universe
than previously thought. The most distant galaxies appear to produce more
light or form sooner than expected from the physics of star formation in
local galaxies or than predicted by the cosmological model. By extension,
models tuned in the later universe suggest that the early galaxies are also
more massive than expected. In addition to that, the nature of the strong
ionising radiation in some early galaxies is still unknown and can be tied to
distinct types of massive stars or active galactic nuclei. The wealth of new
information challenges our understanding of galaxies as complex systems
and suggests new alleys for modern research.

This work addresses the problems of excessive stellar light and mass by
investigating possible differences in the physics of star formation. The so-
called mass-to-light ratio is one of the fundamental properties of galaxies
that connects star formation and the total amount of galaxy light. Various
case studies of old and young stellar systems in the Milky Way and elliptical
galaxies in the late universe, pointed to possible over or under-production
of certain types of stars compared to the standard models. The study here
implements some of these changes in the galaxy models and tests them
using a large sample of images of distant galaxies in multiple wavelengths.
The findings show that active galaxies tend to form more massive stars
in the past and extrapolating this effect can explain most of the unusual
luminous objects observed with the JWST. Therefore, modifications to the
fundamental assumptions about star formation may be required. In the
future, the new galaxy models need to be tested on the observations of
chemical abundances in the earliest galaxies that can be sensitive to distinct
types of stars. Finally, this work also presents possible evidence of star
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formation in one of the most extreme environments in the universe – active
galactic nuclei, which, if confirmed, can become one of the testing grounds
for extreme star formation conditions in the future.



Resumé

Indtil for nylig er galakser blevet studeret tilbage til, da universet kun var
5-7% af sin nuværende alder, men der er stadig lidt kendt om de processer,
der former deres tidlige udvikling og reioniserer det meste af den neutrale
gas i universet p̊a det tidspunkt. Nye observationer fra James Webb Spa-
ce Telescope (JWST) og Atacama Large Millimeter Array flytter denne
tidsplan til kun 2% og afslører, at galakser synes at være mere udvikle-
de i det tidlige univers end tidligere antaget. De fjerneste galakser synes
at producere mere lys og dannes tidligere end forventet ud fra fysikken af
stjernedannelse i lokale galakser og forudsagt af den kosmologiske model.
Derudover antyder modeller justeret for det senere univers, at de tidlige
galakser ogs̊a er mere massive end forventet. Derudover er naturen af den
stærke ioniserende str̊aling i nogle tidlige galakser stadig ukendt og kan
være knyttet til bestemte typer af massive stjerner eller aktive galaktiske
kerner. Mængden af ny information udfordrer vores forst̊aelse af galakser
som komplekse systemer og indikerer nye retninger for moderne forskning.

Dette arbejde adresserer problemerne med overdreven stjernelys og
masse ved at undersøge mulige forskelle i fysikken af stjernedannelse.
Det s̊akaldte masse-til-lys-forhold er en af de fundamentale egenskaber
ved galakser, der forbinder stjernedannelse og den samlede mængde af
galakselys. Forskellige casestudier af gamle og unge stjernesystemer i
Mælkevejen og elliptiske galakser i det sene univers har peget p̊a mulig
over- eller underproduktion af visse typer stjerner sammenlignet med
standardmodellerne. Studiet her implementerer nogle af disse ændringer i
galaksemodellerne og tester dem ved hjælp af et stort udvalg af billeder af
fjerne galakser over flere bølgelængder. Fundene viser, at aktive galakser
har tendens til at danne mere massive stjerner i fortiden, og ekstrapolering
af denne effekt kan forklare de fleste af de usædvanlige lysstærke objekter
observeret med JWST. Derfor kan der være behov for ændringer i de
fundamentale antagelser om stjernedannelse. I fremtiden skal de nye
galaksemodeller testes p̊a observationer af kemiske rigdomme i de tidligste
galakser, som kan være følsomme over for bestemte typer stjerner. Endelig
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præsenterer dette arbejde ogs̊a mulige beviser for stjernedannelse i et af de
mest ekstreme miljøer i universet – aktive galaktiske kerner, hvilket, hvis
bekræftet, kan blive en af prøvegrund for stjernedannelse under ekstreme
forhold i fremtiden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 History of Galactic Evolution

The current frontier of galaxy studies has reached a new challenge — the
earliest galaxies in the universe exhibit features that cannot be fully ex-
plained in the current extragalactic framework. In the past, inconsistencies
and puzzling findings led to theoretical and observational advancements in
extragalactic astrophysics. For example, in 1920, the “great debate” on
the extragalactic origin of galaxy-like nebulae (Shapley & Curtis, 1921)
eventually led to discovering the expansion of the universe by Edwin Hub-
ble (Hubble, 1926, 1929). Discrepancies in the amount of mass required
to reproduce velocity dispersion of galaxies in clusters (Zwicky, 1933; de
Swart et al., 2017), their mass ratio to stellar luminosity (Smith, 1936;
Holmberg, 1937) or observed rotation curves (Faber & Gallagher, 1979)
led to the concept of the missing “dark matter” and inspired alternative
gravitational theories (Milgrom, 1983). Observations of an extraordinary
variable point source 3C 273 in radio waves that exceeded the luminosity
of hundreds of galaxies (Schmidt, 1963) led to the discovery of the first
supermassive black hole (SMBH). Finally, recent deepest infrared observa-
tions reveal that galaxies are too bright or too numerous at the cosmological
epoch associated with their early evolution (Boylan-Kolchin, 2023), which
either prompts adjustments to the current galaxy models or challenges the
preferred cosmological theory.

One of the ultimate goals of extragalactic astrophysics is to construct
a model of galaxy evolution that is capable of predicting reliably a vari-
ety of system types and observational signatures across multiple orders of
magnitude on the spatial and temporal scales. The previous multi-decade
effort uncovered a diversity of galaxy environments, morphological struc-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tures, properties of active nuclei, stellar populations and the interstellar
medium and dust. Enabled by existing distance rulers and detailed studies
of individual galaxies and their populations, it has been possible to make
largely successful phenomenological and numerical models of the growth of
galaxies to the first billion years. However, recent observations provided
rich data of galaxies well into the earliest epoch, which indicate that oth-
erwise minor inconsistencies in the models of galaxies tuned in the local
universe may magnify and become significant during the epoch of possibly
rapid early growth.

This section provides a brief overview of the studies in the past 30 years
that have detailed the various statistical, physical and chemical properties
of galaxies at different cosmological epochs and provided interpretations
of the time evolution of these properties. First, it presents “Timeline”
of galaxy evolution as seen prior to the latest infrared observations of faint
galaxies in the context of different timescales. Then, it concentrates on how
this timeline has been reconstructed from the measurements of luminosity
and model-dependent stellar mass. The section “Key Galaxy Relations”
discusses the processes driving galaxy evolution and physical constraints
from various observed galaxy relations. Finally, the latest findings made
with the James Webb Space Telescope and other observatories and related
problems are placed in the context in “Galaxies in the First Billion Years”.
This chapter closes with an overview of how some of the properties are
modelled using the integrated stellar light of galaxies and discusses some of
the associated assumptions that are tested in this work.

Timeline

Multiple processes determined galaxy evolution on different timescales and
took place during 13.8 Gyr of the universe’s lifetime (Planck Collaboration
et al., 2020). After the epoch of recombination at z ≈ 1100 (at ∼ 0.4 Myr),
the baryons cooled inside overdense regions determined by the primordial
plasma fluctuations and dark matter halos that decoupled from the cosmic
expansion. On the timescale of ∼ 100 Myr the baryon clouds cool and
start to fuse in the first stars. The subsequent stellar growth of galaxies
proceeds until today through regulation by radiative and hydrodynamic
processes at star formation (driven by the feedback of youngest stars on
the timescales of ∼ 1 − 100 Myr), feedback from supermassive black holes
(thought to occur on the similar timescale of ∼ 100 Myr) and collisions with
other galaxies (occur on a ∼ 1 Gyr timescale). During this time, galaxies
grow into a diverse population, with a variety of morphological structures,
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Table 1.1: Timescales of galaxy evolution.

Timescale Description

∼10-100 Myr Lifetime of massive stars

∼10-100 Myr Lifetime of a super-Eddington (most active) phase of an AGN

∼100 Myr Gas free-fall or cooling timescale

∼100 Myr Crossing time of a Milky Way-like spiral galaxy

∼1 Gyr Time required for merging of two galaxies

∼10 Gyr Age of the universe (i.e., Hubble time)

physical and chemical properties inside the large-scale cosmic environment.
Various timescales are shown in Table 1.1 to aid understanding the role of
different mechanisms in shaping history of galaxies throughout the rest of
this work.

This evolutionary timeline is marked with several notable periods, from
dark ages after recombination through the present day. The dark ages ended
with the cosmic dawn, when the UV emission of the first stars started
to spread and reionize the neutral interstellar and intergalactic medium
(ISM, IGM). According to the standard cosmological model (Peebles, 1993;
Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin, 2017), the collapse of the first baryon clouds
happens from z = 30 (Klessen & Glover, 2023). After that, the rate of
star formation steadily increased until peaking at the cosmic noon epoch
at z ≈ 2 (Madau & Dickinson, 2014; Behroozi et al., 2013a), by which
point galaxies grew most of their stellar mass and enriched the interstellar
medium with metals. The rest of the evolution until the current epoch
was responsible for developing a morphological Hubble sequence (Hubble,
1926; de Vaucouleurs, 1959; Conselice, 2014) disc-like structure around the
central stellar bulges and producing spiral Milky Way-type galaxies with
highly-ordered multi-scale stellar and ISM structure, and elliptical galaxies
with passive star formation (Faber et al., 2007).

The key to understanding the evolutionary sequence of galaxies is track-
ing changes in their properties over time. As it is practically impossible to
do so for individual galaxies on any relevant timescale, the approach is
to take snapshots of galaxies at different epochs and complete the picture
by cross-matching their population-level properties. This task would be
straightforward if galaxies formed different unique populations that would
be tractable over different epochs. However, in reality galaxies represent
unimodal or non-linearly separable distributions when viewed in terms of
most simple properties. Therefore, it is important to establish the most im-
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portant galaxy properties to form basic relations in the order of increasing
complexity.

Finally, time-stamp studies of the universe rely on determining distances
to galaxies which primarily come from estimation of cosmological redshift1.
This became possible with the help of the multi-wavelength imaging cam-
paigns that can be used to constrain SED models of galaxies. Alternatively,
the images can be used to estimate redshift of the Lyman-break galaxies by
constraining the position of the Lyman series limit at 912 Å between two
adjacent wavelength channels. The redshift of older galaxies can also be es-
timated using the positions of the Balmer break at 3645 Å. Finally, narrow
photometric bands or spectroscopic observations can be used to constrain
positions of emission lines to determine redshift with higher precision.

Assembly of Stellar Light

Before it is possible to invoke complicated models of galaxy evolution, it is
important to study basic observable properties of galaxies and their pop-
ulation statistics, such as stellar luminosity and its relative distribution
referred to as the luminosity function (LF). The characteristic shape of the
LF is surprisingly similar at most times: up to the normalisation constant
ϕ⋆, it is best described as a power law at the faint end with the exponent
α, and after some characteristic luminosity L⋆ the bright end drops off
exponentially – the traditional parametrisation of the Schechter function
(Schechter, 1976):

dn/dL = ϕ(L) =
(
ϕ⋆

L⋆

) (
L
L⋆

)α
e−L/L⋆

. (1.1)

Over the past 30 years luminosity function has been studied in multi-
ple deep imaging surveys made from the ground and space. These studies
benefited greatly from observing in blank fields with little foreground con-
tamination: Hubble Ultra-Deep Field (HUDF, Beckwith et al., 2006), The
Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS, Grogin et al., 2011;
Koekemoer et al., 2011), the Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS,

1Other methods exist to measure distances to the most distant galaxies, such as
the cosmic gravitational wave sirens (Abbott et al., 2017) or light travel delays due to
gravitational lensing (Treu et al., 2022). However, their applicability is limited by the
statistical rates of the associated phenomena and therefore are not as widely available
as cosmological redshift measurements, which often require constraining at least one or
two well-defined spectroscopic features using spectra or images.
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Capak et al., 2007; Scoville et al., 2007; Ilbert et al., 2009, 2013; Laigle
et al., 2016), Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF, Lotz et al., 2017). Ground-
based observations have been fitted into the transmission windows in the
optical, radio and a few infrared wavelength ranges, outside of the atmo-
spheric absorption bands.

Figure 1.1: Panel (a): UV LF from multiple surveys (z ∼ 0 from Wyder et al., 2005;
z ∼ 1 from Moutard et al., 2020; z ∼ 2−9 from Bouwens et al., 2021; z ∼ 10 from Oesch
et al., 2018). These distribution functions trace the evolution in recent star formation, as
well as amount of UV dust attenuation. Panel (b): the evolution of the UV LF Schechter
function parameters: faint-end slope α, characteristic absolute magnitude M⋆ and the
normalisation factor ϕ⋆, for a sample at 2 < z < 9 (red dots; Bouwens et al., 2021), at
0.3 < z < 1.8 (magenta dots; Moutard et al., 2020), at z ∼ 0.3 (green dots; Arnouts
et al., 2005) and at z = 0.055 (blue dots; Wyder et al., 2005). Figures (a) and (b)
and data compilation have been produced in Laursen (2023) and Bouwens et al. (2021),
respectively.

Panchromatic observations allowed to study the evolution of LF with
redshift. Optical campaigns probed luminosity functions in the UV at red-
shift z ∼ 1. Lower-redshift galaxies were observed in wide-field sky cam-
paigns that sampled sufficiently large cosmic volume. On the other end, the
observational range expanded to near UV wavelengths (NUV) at 2 < z < 10
and IR at lower redshifts with the help of the airborne telescopes (Treyer
et al., 1998; Sullivan et al., 2000) and space-based Infrared Space Obser-
vatory (ISO), Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) and the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST). Finally, the combination of HST and ground-based opti-
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cal and IR efforts allowed to fill the gaps and photometrically sample most
the timeline up to the first billion years (Steidel et al., 1996; Connolly et al.,
1997; Giavalisco et al., 2004; Castellano et al., 2010a,b; Hathi et al., 2010;
Oesch et al., 2010; Bowler et al., 2012; Tilvi et al., 2013; Oesch et al., 2018;
Bouwens et al., 2021).

Luminosity in a given rest-frame waveband is one of the most well-
studied and powerful properties. In the rest-frame UV (1300 − 3000 Å) it
traces continuum emission of massive (> 10 M⊙) O and B-type stars with
the main-sequence timescales of ∼ 10 and ∼ 100 Myr, and extinction by
dust in the star-forming regions. The MIR and FIR luminosity traces the
emission of dust in the star-forming regions and cold ISM and has been used
to estimate the star formation rate (SFR) in galaxies where dust is heated up
by the most recent stellar populations (e.g., Sodroski et al., 1997; da Cunha
et al., 2008). Multiple early studies targeted these spectral regions to study
recent star formation at 0 ≲ z ≲ 10 (Chary & Elbaz, 2001; Chapman et al.,
2005; Elbaz et al., 2007; Pérez-González et al., 2008; Elbaz et al., 2011;
Oesch et al., 2018; Bouwens et al., 2021). A compilation of some of these
functions in Figure 1.1a shows the evolution of both recent star formation
and changes in dust obscuration of galaxies. Their behaviour is consistent
with the gradual build-up in typical star formation towards z ∼ 2−3, as the
LF normalisation ϕ⋆ and logarithmically increases and the faint-end slope
α becomes flatter (Figure 1.1b). After z < 3, the UV LF turns over and
the knee M⋆ decreases exponentially towards z ∼ 0, when the epoch of the
formation of massive stars is predominantly completed.

More detail has been added to the global picture of star formation
from IR and sub-millimetre observations about stellar mass-dominated star-
formation and dust obscuration. It is shown that most of the z ∼ 0− 4 UV
observations are attenuated by dust to some extent. ALMA constraints on
this contribution from star-formation-heated or ambient dust help to recon-
struct the total star formation history (SFH) of the universe, as shown in
Figure 1.2. The SFH, traced by the star formation rate density (SFRD),
is estimated by integrating the luminosity functions (and converting the
luminosity to the SFR, Kennicutt, 1998):

ρUV =
∫∞
0

ϕ(L)LdL. (1.2)

Most recent results show characteristic agreement between the cosmic SFH
(e.g., Madau & Dickinson, 2014; Casey et al., 2018; Zavala et al., 2021).

The LF measurements tell the history of star formation that builds-up
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Figure 1.2: Bottom: dust obscured star formation rate density (orange shaded area)
computed from double power-law LF based on Mapping Obscuration to Reionization
with ALMA (MORA) in Zavala et al. (2021). Unobscured (blue shaded area; from
Finkelstein et al., 2015a) and total (grey shaded area) SFRD are also shown. The
overplotted data points are from UV surveys, IR or sub-mm surveys (orange circles; see
references in Zavala et al., 2021). Middle: fraction of dust-obscured star formation. Top:
breakdown of the fraction of galaxies by their infrared luminosity LIR as a function of
redshift. Figure is taken from in Zavala et al. (2021).

to and drops exponentially from around the epoch of the cosmic noon at
z ∼ 2, as shown in Figure 1.2. In this context, the UV LF indicate that
while the number of blue galaxies actively forming stars does not evolve
strongly from the cosmic noon, the red population grows and exhibits el-
liptical morphology more frequently towards the present day (Faber et al.,
2007). Such changes suggest evolutionary connections between the two
types, where the end of star formation is associated with ageing stellar
populations and where possible mergers drive the morphological changes.
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The story holds consistently between the measurements made from young
stellar emission in the UV and dust heated by massive stars in the mid-
IR to sub-millimetre wavelengths. From IR observations, it is also found
that dust obscuration of the star-forming sites in galaxies becomes becomes
typical than unobscured after the first 1-2 Gyr.

Assembly of Stellar Mass

To study the physics that governs galaxy growth, it is useful to compare
galaxy stellar mass functions (SMF) to their underlying dark matter halos.
The SMF, ϕ(M), represents the number of galaxies per unit mass and
cosmic volume at a given redshift and, like the luminosity function, is best
represented by the Schechter function at most times. In the context of the
halo mass function (HMF), the SMF is a powerful tool that traces gas and
physical processes responsible for galaxy formation, growth and suppression
of star formation in galaxy populations and can be used as a cosmological
observable (Davidzon et al., 2017; Weaver et al., 2023). Therefore, the SMF
can be used to constrain models of the more detailed physical processes on
scales varying from individual stars to whole galaxies in semi-analytical
(Kauffmann et al., 1994; Hopkins et al., 2008; Peng et al., 2010; Kelson,
2014; Somerville & Davé, 2015; Lagos et al., 2018) models and numerical
simulations (Furlong et al., 2015; Pillepich et al., 2018; Davé et al., 2019;
Lovell et al., 2021).

The SMF approach has progressed significantly since the first studies
started to use near-infrared observations in the local universe (e.g., Cole
et al., 2001; Bell et al., 2003; Baldry et al., 2008). The first SMF studies have
become possible by using the light of evolved stellar populations in the near-
infrared which constitute the bulk of the stellar mass budget of galaxies.
First such observations came from the wide-field catalogs of J,H,KS band
fluxes in the surveys 2dF-GRS (Colless et al., 2001), SDSS (York et al.,
2000) and GAMA (Driver et al., 2011). Later studies improved the accuracy
of measurements by probing wider SEDs in COSMOS (Scoville et al., 2007)
surveys, which had large enough sky coverage for dealing with the cosmic
variance (Moster et al., 2011; Steinhardt et al., 2021), and included galaxies
at redshifts up to z = 7.5 in the HST and Spitzer images (Fontana et al.,
2006; Ilbert et al., 2010; Pozzetti et al., 2010; Ilbert et al., 2013; Muzzin
et al., 2013; Grazian et al., 2015; Song et al., 2016; Davidzon et al., 2017;
Stefanon et al., 2021; Adams et al., 2021; McLeod et al., 2021; Weaver
et al., 2023). In addition, robust statistical approaches were developed over
time (Pozzetti et al., 2010; Davidzon et al., 2017; Leja et al., 2019; Adams
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Figure 1.3: Stellar mass functions (magenta lines) overplotted on top of the SMF
predicted from halo mass functions (cyan lines) using the stellar-to-halo mass conversion
and assuming a typical efficiency of star formation. The gray shaded area denotes the
region with excessive baryon fraction density than assumed in the cosmological model.
The magenta arrows indicate mass completeness levels. Figure is taken from in Davidzon
et al. (2017).

et al., 2021) for dealing with the observational biases including Malmquist
(Malmquist, 1922) and Eddington bias (Eddington, 1913) and general mass
completeness of a survey, as well as SED fitting.

The result of the extensive previous work has led to a coherent picture
of ordered stellar mass assembly. Most notably, the stellar mass growth
of galaxies proceeds according to mass downsizing (Cowie et al., 1996;
Fontanot et al., 2009) which indicates that the massive end of the SMF
forms earlier than the rest. However, more specifically, the studies found
that the fastest growth happens for galaxies with the mass close to the
SMF Schechter knee M⋆ from z < 3 (Moster et al., 2013; Behroozi et al.,
2013b; Ilbert et al., 2013; Davidzon et al., 2017; Wechsler & Tinker, 2018)2.
However, the most recent formulations of the SMF appear to be rid of
this characteristic mass scale (Weaver et al., 2023) suggesting that it may
be an artefact of comparing high-mass ends of active and passive popula-
tion Schechter functions based on low-number statistics (Steinhardt et al.,

2Any scale-dependence is counter-intuitive in galaxy growth which is fundamentally
driven by the scale-independent gravitational force and therefore points to physical effects
responsible for the characteristic mass of quenching galaxies.
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2022a). Finally, most of massive galaxies quench by z = 1. The small qui-
escent galaxies grow in numbers rapidly from z ∼ 2, becoming progressively
less massive towards z = 0. As it appears, there are multiple pathways to
galaxy formation and this may be indicative of the importance of various
internal and external processes in producing such ordering.

More insight comes from studying galaxy growth in their respective DM
halos (Wechsler & Tinker, 2018), especially where the low and high-mass
ends of the SMF diverge from the halo mass function (HMF). Tradition-
ally, these deviations are interpreted as the signature of stellar and AGN
feedback, respectively. Figure 1.3 clearly demonstrates these two effects in
galaxies observed at z < 3. Interestingly, that higher-redshift SMF takes
the shape of the smoother power law in this figure and in more recent studies
(Stefanon et al., 2021; McLeod et al., 2021; Weaver et al., 2023) and some
simulations (Long et al., 2023) at z > 5−6, which may indicate diminishing
efficiency of AGN feedback for quenching the most massive galaxies in the
first ∼ 1 Gyr (as found in simulations in Kaviraj et al., 2017; Laigle et al.,
2019). Besides, it is also useful to compare SMF with the theoretical SMF
predicted by assuming a halo-to-stellar mass conversion. This may point to
differences in the physics of star formation, such as efficiency, if more stellar
mass is found to form per halo (the last panel of Figure 1.3 has indications
of that). Finally, hydordynamical and semianalytical simulations (e.g., Fur-
long et al., 2015; Pillepich et al., 2018; Davé et al., 2019; Lovell et al., 2021)
are tuned to reproduce the local SMF provide overall good agreement with
the observed SMF, albeit with some difficulties in predicting the merger
rates (Conselice et al., 2022), and significantly miss the low and high-mass
ends at the higher redshift (Weaver et al., 2023).

As the estimates of stellar masses of galaxies and their redshift are typ-
ically obtained from SED fitting (e.g., Conroy, 2013a), the SMF is prone
to the biases in the SED models, such as the IMF, SFH, dust extinction
curves and the history of metallicity evolution. It is the goal of the study in
Chapter 2 to quantify the bias related to the IMF. In fact, this work shows
that if star-forming conditions favour a top-heavy IMF at high redshift, this
may provide another explanation of the excessively massive high-end of the
SMF at z > 5 in Figure 1.3 (Davidzon et al., 2017; Weaver et al., 2023).

Key Galaxy Relations

Until this point in the review, the evidence suggests that galaxies appear to
follow evolutionary paths determined broadly by their stellar mass and the
DM halos they inhabit and therefore their environment and gas availability.
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Once the main episode of star formation takes place in a galaxy of a given
stellar mass and redshift, the growth is likely set by the stellar and AGN
feedback in most cases.

To study the exact mechanisms driving star formation and its cessation,
as well as providing the star-forming gas, it is necessary to make further
cross-sections between the most important properties to determine possible
relations and their physical or statistical nature. Below is a description
of some of the key relations that are relevant for the studies presented
afterwards – namely, the star-forming main sequence and some of the fun-
damental metallicity relations. The first may relation may help to constrain
the diversity of mechanisms or conditions driving star formation, while the
latter can help to link this to the balance between supplied and removed
gas.

Star-forming main sequence

A meaningful picture of galaxy growth emerges from the combined informa-
tion about star formation from luminosity density and mass growth from
stellar mass functions. The star formation rate (SFR) is intuitively corre-
lated with the total stellar mass of galaxies at a given redshift forming a
main sequence of star formation (SFMS), where the scatter in this corre-
lation reflects the diversity of underlying processes such as galaxy mergers,
stellar and AGN feedback and the availability of gas (Brinchmann et al.,
2004; Noeske et al., 2007a; Elbaz et al., 2007; Daddi et al., 2007; Salim
et al., 2007; Whitaker et al., 2012, 2014). Various studies probing redshift
0.2 < z < 7.0 concluded that the SFMS is tightly correlated (∼ 0.2 − 0.4
dex one-sigma scatter) and thus most galaxies tend to be in a stable state,
except starbursts (above the MS) or low to intermediate-mass quiescent
galaxies (below the MS) (Noeske et al., 2007a). Figure 1.4 shows an exam-
ple of the “concensus” SFMS which different studies are found to reproduce
when placed on the common assumption basis (Speagle et al., 2014). The
slope of the total SFMS is shallower than 1 in many studies, but is shown to
be unity at low redshift when separating the contribution from active and
passive regions to the total flux of galaxies (Abramson et al., 2014). In this
scenario, the fact that the slope of the main sequence is found to decrease
with the age of the universe possibly points to a progressively larger frac-
tion of older stellar populations in the integrated fluxes. These indicators
show that star formation is regulated by the same physics in all galaxies
and deviations from the sequence suggest changes in gas supply or total
efficiency of star formation.
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Figure 1.4: Star-forming main sequence from the best-fit models of multiple observa-
tional sets at different redshifts considered at the time in Speagle et al. (2014). Figure
is taken from in Speagle et al. (2014).

The uniformity of star formation across the main sequence in terms of its
dispersion and slope indicates that despite all apparent complexity of stellar
and gas-phase properties, morphological structures and sizes, star formation
is a unifying process across most of the active population. The deterministic
nature of SFMS has been expressed using various models with regulated star
formation, where the evolving SFMS is used to infer stellar mass assembly
and its cessation (Noeske et al., 2007b; Peng et al., 2010). For example,
Noeske et al. (2007b) proposed a “staged” model where the mass of the
galaxies entering the main sequence decreases with time for an increasing
fraction of a galaxy population (consistent with mass downsizing). The
shape of the stellar mass functions motivated the model of Peng et al. (2010)
in which star formation quenching is associated with the environmental
or mass effects, depending on the mass and redshift of a galaxy. Other,
probably less popular approaches showed that the SFMS and its scatter
can be described by a diverse set of initial conditions followed by stochastic
events in the SFHs of galaxies, instead of a regulated growth (Kelson, 2014;
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Abramson et al., 2016). In the end, these relations form a phenomenological
basis for tuning models of galaxy evolution using more detailed numerical
approaches that may help to further pin point the exact mechanisms of
galaxy growth.

Some of the work presented in this thesis attempts to further dissect
the SFMS relation in search for more fundamental properties and clues
about the star-formation mechanisms – in particular, the IMF is used as
the key property that may indicate different modes of growth on the same
star-forming main sequence at a given epoch and point to differences in the
overall efficiency of star formation in galaxies of different stellar masses.

Mass-metallicity Relation

At a given epoch, the mass-metallicity relation (MZR) traces the history of
star formation and gas mixing of galaxies with different stellar mass through
the mass and luminosity distribution functions. Overall, the long-term en-
richment appears to be gradual and monotonic, although likely sensitive to
short-term effects of galaxy mergers, gas inflows in large galaxies or outflows
in the smaller ones, as for example typically inferred from the analyses of
resolved stellar populations in small galaxies of the local universe (Gallart
et al., 1996a, 2019). For galaxy populations in large cosmic volumes, the
stellar mass and metallicity exhibit clear correlation, with the less massive
galaxies being more pristine. This picture is consistent with the mass down-
sizing seen from the mass and light distribution functions (Sections 1.1,2.4).
It is also clear that passive galaxies of all masses are more enriched than
the active (Mannucci et al., 2010) (as seen in Figure 1.5a), which can be
explained by “gas starvation” of the passive population and the lack of gas
inflows that can dilute metal-rich star-forming galaxies from phenomenolog-
ical (Peng et al., 2015; Spitoni et al., 2017) or hydrodynamical modelling
(De Rossi et al., 2018). Fundamentally, the effect of inflows may be de-
termined by the environment of galaxies (Peng et al., 2015; Trussler et al.,
2021): cluster galaxies show little difference in their MZR, while field galax-
ies have “exclusive” access to the intergalactic gas reservoir and become
diluted over time. Similar conclusions were reached in simulations (Engler
et al., 2018). Finally, MZR also shows a steady decline from z = 0 to
z = 3.5, as traced the by the gas-phase metallicity (Faisst et al., 2016), and
is expected to decline further until the Population II and III stars started
the process of chemical enrichment.

Later, it was found that the MZR is a projection of the more fun-
damental metallicity relation (FMR) that includes the SFR and has the
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Figure 1.5: Panel (a): mass-metallicity relation. Panel (b): fundamental metallicity
relation. Figures (a) and (b) are taken from Peng et al. (2015) and Mannucci et al.
(2010), respectively.

relation scatter reduced to the level of measurement errors (∼ 0.1 − 0.2
dex) (Mannucci et al., 2010; Andrews & Martini, 2013; Curti et al., 2020).
The fundamental nature of the dependence of metallicity on the other two
parameters is found using the principal component analysis (Hunt et al.,
2012, 2016a). The key result shows that the metallicity decreases with SFR
and increases with stellar mass. In this context, it was argued that the
downturn of the MZR at high stellar mass is reflected through the similar
downturn in the SFMS (Hunt et al., 2016a). Physically, a model by Lilly
et al. (2013) parametrised FMR as a function of specific SFR, gas consump-
tion and the balance between outflows and SFR (i.e. mass loading factor).
Numerical approach in Hunt et al. (2016b) reproduces the FMR from Hunt
et al. (2016a) with the following conclusions: accretion rates and total gas
amount in galaxies increases at high redshift, while the gas regulation via
star formation and outflows is approximately the same in proportion; star
formation is the driver of galaxy mass growth with only minor contribution
from galaxy mergers. There has been inconclusive evidence on whether the
FMR changes with redshift from stellar and gas-phase metallicities, vari-
ous samples and methods for deriving the relation (e.g., Salim et al., 2015;
Hunt et al., 2016a; Cresci & Maiolino, 2018; and a more detailed review in
Maiolino & Mannucci, 2019).

As it turns out, the FMR brings the modelling efforts a step closer to
fixing the exact system of physical processes responsible for star formation
and galaxy growth. Therefore, it is important to that this relationship holds
regardless of possible biases introduced in deriving the relevant physical
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properties, such as stellar mass and star formation rate. The next chapter
investigates the effect of the IMF on these physical properties.

Galaxies in the First Billion Years

Prior to the JWST, considerable effort led to reconstructing the history of
star formation across 13 billion years (Madau & Dickinson, 2014; Scoville
et al., 2017; Casey et al., 2018; Zavala et al., 2021), producing physical and
statistical models of the luminosity functions and stellar mass functions,
semi-analytical and numerical simulations of galaxies as complex systems.
However, the projections to the earliest stage of galaxy evolution often
have been contradictory. It is now possible to test various predictions and
investigate the early growth of the first galaxies.

Since the launch of the JWST it has become possible to fill at least
some of the remaining observational gaps in the first billion years of galaxy
evolution and test the existing models based on studies at lower redshift.
Previous sections provided a brief review of how the work done with the
HST, Spitzer and other optical and IR facilities pushed the cosmological
frontier to z < 7 where galaxies would start to drop out in most photometric
bands or where the flux sensitivity would limit further probes. The next
chapter of extragalactic astronomy is driven by the JWST observations in
the 0.6 − 5 µm range with high sensitivity and spatial resolution which
allow studying rest-frame optical continuum and spectroscopic lines at z ≲
15 − 20. These characteristics can be utilised efficiently with the multi-
object observational modes of the camera (NIRCam; Rieke et al., 2023)
and spectrograph (NIRSpec; Jakobsen et al., 2022) and a relatively large
field of view to observe multiple galaxies in NIR down to 30 AB magnitudes
in deep fields, which can be complemented by valuable data from its mid-
infrared instrument (MIRI) and by the sub-mm coverage of the Atacama
Large Millimetre Array (ALMA).

Soon after the first observations in July 2022, multiple studies have re-
ported finding bright galaxies well into the first few hundred Myr, which
outnumber expectations of how rapidly they can grow in the early uni-
verse. In particular, the number of bright objects is consistent with little
evolution of the bright end of the UV LF (Castellano et al., 2022; Naidu
et al., 2022). Based on more sizeable samples at z > 9 with MV < −20
galaxies appear to be ∼ 2 − 10 times more frequent than expected from
simulations (Adams et al., 2023a; Atek et al., 2023a; Donnan et al., 2023;
Yan et al., 2023; Finkelstein et al., 2023; Whitler et al., 2023a; Harikane
et al., 2023) and from extrapolations of some lower redshift models (Mason
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et al., 2015; Bouwens et al., 2021). Contrary to predictions of Oesch et al.
(2018), the bright end of the UV LF at z > 9 does not drop off rapidly,
but continues to decline exponentially and is best described as a double
power law rather than the Schechter function (e.g., as discussed in Bowler
et al., 2020. Interestingly, the bright end of the UV LF and high end of
the SFRD may become shallower above z ∼ 11 − 12 as found by Harikane
et al. (2023); Finkelstein et al. (2023). Although lacking high statistical
significance, these findings can suggest extremely blue UV slopes of these
galaxies and therefore possibly lack of dust and distinct stellar populations
at z > 10.

Later work showed that the large UV luminosities during the cosmic
dawn are likely not caused by extremely blue UV continuum slopes β which
leaves uncertainty about the types of stars ionizing the H II regions and the
ISM. According to photometric SED models, the typical slopes of galaxies
at z ≳ 9 vary in the range −1.6 ≲ β ≲ −2.5 and are on average slightly
bluer than their z > 5 descendants (e.g. in Finkelstein et al., 2012) by
∆β = −0.38 ± 0.09 (Dunlop et al., 2013; Bhatawdekar & Conselice, 2021;
Tacchella et al., 2022; Cullen et al., 2023; Whitler et al., 2023b). Only a
small number of very blue slopes have been identified recently (β ≈ −3
in Topping et al., 2022), with most other cases (e.g., in Bouwens et al.,
2010) being uncertain (e.g., Dunlop et al., 2012; Bouwens et al., 2012). On
one hand, this may suggest that a typical bright galaxy shows recent star
formation with little dust extinction and likely a low stellar metallicity.
On the contrary, if some of these galaxies have unusually strong nebular
emission, the same intermediate β may be consistent with rare massive
stars forming from a low-metallicity gas (Nussbaumer & Schmutz, 1984;
Bottorff et al., 2006). In this option, the continuum can redden due to the
two-photon excitation in H II regions, which likely results in small escape
fractions of ionising radiation. Although the escape fraction of galaxies
during reionisation has been hard to constrain (Robertson, 2022), a recent
study argues that some galaxies can be uniquely modelled with such nebular
continuum model (Cameron et al., 2023b).

Following the initial census of the numbers and luminosities of the early
galaxies, there has been extensive evidence that many SED models “cali-
brated” for galaxies at z ≲ 6 do not accurately explain the observed SEDs
towards the cosmic dawn. Stellar masses inferred from the SED models
of some candidates reported by Harikane et al. (2023); Labbé et al. (2023)
appear to grow above the local ratio MBH/M⋆ ∼ 0.01 (Häring & Rix, 2004)
and sometimes exceed it (Boylan-Kolchin, 2023). The “impossibly-massive”
candidates are now ruled out with the updated photometric calibrations
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(Boyer et al., 2022), accurate spectroscopic redshift estimates (Arrabal Haro
et al., 2023; Harikane et al., 2024), and improved constraints of the rest-
frame optical continuum and nebular emission lines. As shown in the early
science release spectra in Curtis-Lake et al. (2023); Carnall et al. (2023a);
Atek et al. (2023b), early galaxies are much more likely to have strong nebu-
lar emission than a Balmer break, which can be indiscernible in photometric
bands (Adams et al., 2023b; Steinhardt et al., 2023a). 3

Any remaining tension between the inferred stellar mass and the masses
of dark matter halos likely points to either an elevated star formation effi-
ciency (SFE) or a top-heavy IMF. Initially motivated by large UV luminosi-
ties, the model of feedback-free starbursts by Dekel et al. (2023) can also
explain how star formation proceeds in the early galactic stage. Possible
indications of increased SFE come from abundance matching (e.g., Finkel-
stein et al., 2015b) or from the possibly “overpopulated” high-end of the
stellar mass functions (Davidzon et al., 2017; Weaver et al., 2023), however
it remains to be tested. An orthogonal hypothesis is that the IMF is distinct
at high redshift and produces more intermediate mass or massive stars that
can solve the problem of luminosities and masses by decreasing the mass-
to-light ratio of galaxies. This assumption produces a better match to the
bright end of the luminosity functions in numerical simulations (Yung et al.,
2023) and in theory can fully explain the excessive stellar mass (Harikane
et al., 2023) if the IMF is driven by, for example the cosmic microwave back-
ground (Steinhardt et al., 2023a). At this time neither solution is ruled out
and some combination of two processes is possible.

However, by this time, several other pieces of evidence have been pub-
lished that can point in the direction of the top-heavy IMF idea. As de-
scribed in more detail in Section 2.3, several observational results suggest
that the distribution of stellar masses varies with redshift: In the present
epoch, kinematics and metallicities of stars in the early-type galaxies, which
are believed to be the latest stage of galaxy evolution, suggest a bottom-
heavy IMF in their most recent stage of star formation (Conroy & van
Dokkum, 2012); at the cosmic noon, delay-time distributions of Type Ia

3In fact, the Balmer break, which is indicative of late B and AF-type stars, has been
suggested as an observable to test predictions of the ΛCDM: assuming that galaxies in
the first billion years do not stop forming stars for as long as 100 Myr, Steinhardt et al.
(2023c) predicted that the earliest breaks can be expected at z < 7. So far, quiescent
candidates have been discovered only as early as z = 4.68 (Carnall et al., 2023b) and
z = 5.2 (Strait et al., 2023). This both supports the cosmological predictions, as well
as shows that even if star formation is regulated by feedback processes in the galaxies
detected at higher redshift, it is resilient on sufficiently long timescales, in agreement
with simulations (McCaffrey et al., 2023).
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supernovae in early-types galaxies highlight an excess of white dwarfs that
is consistent with an intermediate-heavy IMF at z > 3 (Freundlich & Maoz,
2021); during the cosmic dawn, [N/O] and [C/O] exceed solar abundances
by ∼ 10 times in a galaxy at z = 10.6 (Bunker et al., 2023; Cameron et al.,
2023a) which among several existing hypotheses could be caused an inter-
mediate or a top-heavy IMF (Bekki & Tsujimoto, 2023); finally, sub-mm
observations with ALMA reveal extremely high-ionization sources at z > 6
which appear to be common (Harikane et al., 2020) and their origin may
be linked either to the properties of massive stellar populations or active
galactic nuclei. Different ideas exist how to explain the IMF with physical
conditions of the star-forming gas and some form of variation of the stellar
mass distribution is likely due to some combination of changes in metallic-
ity, temperature and density of the gas (Bromm & Larson, 2004; Jermyn
et al., 2018).

Chapter 2 sets the goal to investigate potential variations in the as-
sumption of the stellar IMF by using population-level properties of galaxies
across the previous 10 billion years of evolution. After there has been sub-
stantive evidence of IMF-driven variations in mass-to-light from case studies
(more examples are discussed in Section 2.3), this work takes a statistical
approach to constraining IMF in a large photometric sample of galaxies.
As it is shown later, there is a possibility that the IMF varies systemati-
cally with redshift by becoming increasingly top-heavy with lookback time
in star-forming galaxies, with starburst galaxies exhibiting the most similar
properties to the galaxies at high redshift. This work also demonstrates that
the mass-to-light changes play an important role in reevaluating the physical
properties of galaxies and making sharper the interpretation of the stellar
mass assembly in terms of mass downsizing. Future work that follows-up
on the spectroscopic properties of the photometrically-constrained stellar
populations can test these results and help to understand more accurately
the physical connections between the gas-phase and stellar populations.

1.2 Modelling Stellar Light of Galaxies

Models of spectral energy distributions of galaxies are extremely valuable
for estimating cosmological redshift from photometry and reconstructing
physical properties of a galaxy, but they are complicated and include a wide
range of assumptions about the typical stellar populations in the galaxy,
the interstellar and intergalactic medium, presence of an AGN and dust
and the cosmic history of star formation. As most of these assumptions
are not directly testable and the available data often allows just a few
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statistical degrees of freedom, it is important to carefully select the models.
Generally, the simplest models can be constructed by using templates of
pre-selected well-measured galaxies that can be representative of a larger
population. A more detailed and common approach involves modelling
an SED from the first principles, which involves assuming an initial mass
function, modelling a simple stellar population using stellar spectra and
isochrones (through stellar population synthesis, SPS, models Bruzual A. &
Charlot, 1993; Leitherer et al., 1999; Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben, 2003;
Bruzual & Charlot, 2003; Maraston, 2005), evolving the system over a star
formation and chemical evolution history and applying the remaining dust
and AGN components. These steps will be reviewed briefly in the sections
below (a detailed review of various ingredients and their limitations is given
in Conroy, 2013a).

Galaxy-wide Stellar Population

One of the key processes determining to the shape of an SED continuum
and various emission and absorption features is star formation. On the
scale of giant molecular clouds (∼ 10 − 100 pc) star formation starts from
the collapse of dynamically cool gas on a free-fall timescale (∼ 30 Myr
in the Milky Way in Murray, 2011). During this process, gas fragments
and subsequently collapses into multiple stellar cores which form a stellar
population. As the efficiency of converting gas into stars ranges between
0.2 − 20 % in the Milky Way (Murray, 2011) and ∼ 5 − 15%, as estimated
in extragalactic studies of the ISM or from abundance matching (Stefanon
et al., 2017; Finkelstein et al., 2015b), most of the gas remains unused
and some returns to the ISM after most massive stars explode. Therefore,
this process can last until most of the gas is depleted or until interrupted by
various feedback processes, including active galactic nuclei or star formation
itself.

Star formation can be quantified by starting with a simple stellar pop-
ulation (SSP) which is a coeval group of stars with the same metallicity
that acts as a unit stellar population. Every star is described by an ef-
fective surface temperature, surface gravity and stellar mass that result in
a unique stellar spectrum that can be either produced from observations
of stars in the Milky Way or using models with atomic and molecular line
tables scaled by chemical abundances. An SED of the whole population can
be produced by integrating over the distribution of stellar masses assumed
at birth, called the stellar initial mass function (IMF). It is commonly as-
sumed that the IMF is universal and usually one of its common empirical
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forms is used in local or extragalactic studies.

The exact SED of every galaxy is a composite of the SEDs of individual
star-forming clouds that can form in multiple locations at different times
in a galaxy. As it is impossible to resolve individual stellar groups in most
extragalactic studies, it is necessary to assume that stars forming in a range
of gas-phase conditions across an individual galaxy can be represented by
an average stellar population with one age, metallicity and IMF (Weidner &
Kroupa, 2005). The total stellar emission in the UV and optical is usually
attenuated by dust grains (an example is shown in Figure 1.6). After being
heated by the young stars, dust in the stellar birth clouds produces hot
emission in the NIR, while dust component in the ISM being heated by the
ambient radiation field produces a cooler component.

Figure 1.6: An example model of a starburst galaxy with a dust component. The
figure shows: stellar population component (blue), dust emission from stellar birth clouds
(green), dust emission from the ambient ISM (red), total SED model which includes the
attenuated stellar population (black). Adapted from da Cunha et al. (2008).

Accurately inferring physical properties from total galaxy SED depends
on the ability to constrain the SFH and the IMF of a galaxy, as they de-
temine colour and brightness of galaxies (Conroy, 2013b). For example,
a decreasing SFR can be misinterpreted as an IMF with a steeper (i.e.
top-lighter) high-mass slope. Even with a fixed IMF, studies of resolved
observations (Sorba & Sawicki, 2015, 2018; Giménez-Arteaga et al., 2023)
and numerical simulations (Narayanan et al., 2024) of galaxies find that the
model constraints based on the integrated photometry are dominated by the
stellar light of the most recent star formation event. To a large extent this
effect can be mitigated by sampling NIR tail of the old and intermediate-
age stellar populations (Song et al., 2023). Furthermore, recent work by
Sneppen et al. (2022) argues that in addition to the NIR and overall dense
wavelength coverage, deepest observations (signal-to-noise S/N > 10− 100
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per integrated flux of a galaxy) allow to alleviate the degeneracy between
the SFH and IMF.

Stellar Initial Mass Function

Extragalactic studies make a common assumption about the integrated stel-
lar light of distant galaxies: stars are born with the same distribution of
mass in all galaxies as in the Milky Way (MW). It is postulated as the
universal stellar initial mass function (IMF; e.g., Kroupa, 2001). The low-
mass end of the IMF determines most of the stellar mass in a galaxy, the
intermediate-mass stars strongly contribute to the metallicity of the inter-
stellar medium, while the massive end dominates the stellar energy output.
Therefore, the relative abundance of stars of different types in the spectrum
of stellar mass is a fundamental property that connects stellar populations
to galaxy evolution. It underlies the properties inferred from stellar light:
stellar mass, star formation rate, stellar metallicity and the amount and
strength of the ionizing radiation.

Is the IMF indeed universal given possible differences in the environ-
ments of star formation across gas clouds, galaxy populations and cosmic
times? Theoretical considerations show that the IMF may be set by a range
of physical conditions: the Jeans mass (Larson, 1998); stochastic processes
(Elmegreen, 2006); feedback of the first most massive stars (Silk, 1995); or
physics of turbulent interstellar medium (Hopkins, 2012). Whether the IMF
is determined by any or all of the processes, strong differences in molecular
gas conditions likely may affect affect the final distribution function. The
MW IMF is canonically represented as a single (Salpeter, 1955) or multi-
component power law (Kroupa, 2001) with the mass m segment of the linear
form with the exponent α:

ϕ(m) = dN/dm ∝ m−α. (1.3)

Alternatively, it has been approximated as a log-normal distribution func-
tion by the central limit theorem assuming that star formation results from
a combination of many independently distributed variables (Miller & Scalo,
1979; Adams & Fatuzzo, 1996; Chabrier, 2003), as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 1.7.

Various studies find evidence pointing to IMF-driven variations in the
mass-to-light ratio increasing towards high redshift. Chemical abundances
of stars in the early-type galaxies suggest a bottom-heavy IMF in their
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Figure 1.7: The log-normal shape of the IMF assuming it results from many inde-
pendent physical and statistical processes by the central limit theorem. This shape is
used in several formulations, such as in Miller & Scalo (1979); Adams & Fatuzzo (1996);
Chabrier (2003). Figure is taken from Bastian et al. (2010).

most recent stage of star formation (Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012). On the
other hand, based on delay-time distributions of Type Ia supernovae, the
early-type galaxies are found to have an excess of white dwarfs indicative of
an intermediate-heavy IMF at z > 3 (Freundlich & Maoz, 2021). Finally,
super-solar abundance [N/O] in a galaxy at z = 10.6 points to possible
excess in the number of intermediate-mass (Pettini et al., 2008) or massive
stars (Bekki & Tsujimoto, 2023; Nandal et al., 2024), which may soon
motivate searches of similar traces in other galaxies at high redshift. These
hints from case studies of galaxies at different times in the universe may
provide a pivoted framework for systematic changes in the process of star
formation.

In addition to the possible evolution with redshift, hints of IMF vari-
ations come from different evolutionary types of galaxies. Studies of old
regions in the MW and local dwarf galaxies find evidence of a more bottom-
heavy IMF compared to the canonical MW versions (Hallakoun & Maoz,
2021). These findings are similar to mass-to-light ratio constraints in early-
type galaxies from absorption features specific to low or high-mass stars
(van Dokkum & Conroy, 2012; Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012; Zhang et al.,
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2018). Moreover, the dynamical mass measurements of the early-type galax-
ies from gravitational lensing indicate a similarly bottom-heavy IMF even
as far back as z = 2 (van Dokkum et al., 2024).

On the other hand, a lot of mixed evidence is found regarding the stel-
lar mass function in various environments locally and extraglactically. For
example, in young (a few Myr) star clusters with large stellar density in
the Milky Way (Figer et al., 1999; Stolte et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2006) and
Magellanic Clouds (Mackey & Gilmore, 2003), the mass function above ∼ 1
M⊙ is found to be flatter than the Salpeter IMF. Although, some young
stellar systems (e.g., NGC3603 in Nürnberger & Petr-Gotzens, 2002; Sung
& Bessell, 2004; Stolte et al., 2006) and the dense Galactic centre (Bartko
et al., 2010) are consistent with the canonical mass functions at the high-
mass end. In addition, it is possible that the sub-solar mass function in
these systems may be suppressed due to the feedback from the younger
stars (McKee & Ostriker, 2007), although there have been only uncertain
indications about the lack of the small stars from indirect methods (Nayak-
shin & Sunyaev, 2005) and the exact physical timescales for low-to-high
mass stellar formation remain unknown. In turn, the high mass function
end has been found consistent with the MW IMF in the studies of chemical
abundances sensitive to stars of different mass in extragalactic H II regions
and damped Ly-alpha galaxies (DLA) at around the cosmic noon (Pettini
et al., 2000; Molaro et al., 2001; Pettini et al., 2008).

Although the tests of IMF variations have proven to be extremely chal-
lenging, most opposing arguments do not appear in direct contradiction.
So far, there appears to be consensus regarding the older and more metal-
rich systems (MW thick disc, early-type galaxies locally and up to z ∼ 2)
producing more low-mass stars canonically in the MW. Such effect could
be explained by high gas metallicity and the lack of gas in the star clusters
which can decrease an upper limit on the IMF (at least in the statistical
sense) (Bruzual & Charlot, 2003; Larsen, 2006). Regarding the studies of
young star-forming systems, differences in the upper end of the IMF are
inconclusive, which may be either due to a large scatter in star-forming
conditions in the local universe or that conditions of star formation in the
local universe do not appear to be sufficiently extreme where the average
cosmic star-formation rate density declines (e.g., lower rate of gas inflows
and higher gas metallicity). At higher redshift (z ∼ 2 − 3), the stellar
type-specific relative abundances of C and O isotopes “locked” in the ISM
of the sub-millimetre galaxies are solved for with a top-heavy IMF and no
meaningful star formation history-MW IMF combinations (Zhang et al.,
2018), while the [N/O] chemical abundances in DLAs at 2 < z < 4 (Pettini
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et al., 2000, 2008) can be reproduced by varying star formation histories
alone, making this approach less useful for IMF measurements.

The goal of the work presented in Chapter 2 is to expand the work on
testing the IMF universality from predominantly small-sample case studies
to a large sample which includes representative populations of active and
passive galaxies across several billion years of the cosmic history.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

This work investigates several directions within the topic of galaxy evo-
lution that include composite stellar populations in normal star-forming
environments of galaxies at different epochs and the possibility of star for-
mation inside energetic active galactic nuclei. It also shows that the average
star-forming conditions in a galaxy may be related to the morphological
properties of galaxies. The common theme that runs through all of the
chapters is the fundamental process of star formation which acts as a life-
line connecting small-scale physics and chemistry with the global evolution
of galaxies and matter in the universe. The focus of the following chapters
can be outlined by the following research questions:

• Do spectral energy distributions of galaxies hold information about
the stellar IMF?

• Does the IMF vary systematically across cosmic epochs and galaxy
populations?

• Do analogues of active galaxies at cosmic dawn exist in the local
universe and at the cosmic noon?

• Can the potential IMF constraints from the cosmic noon explain the
unusual properties of the galaxies in the first billion years?

• What are the missing physical processes describing the physics of the
gas surrounding supermassive black holes? Can they shed more light
on the extreme star-forming conditions in the early galaxies at high
redshift?

This work addresses the questions, presents possible answers and sug-
gests the next steps. Although it may make some of the right steps in that
direction, these questions have been explored by the astrophysical commu-
nity for decades and deserve a much more detailed approach than could
be achieved in the course of this PhD. There is no doubt that exciting
prospects await to either disprove or validate the ideas and results and to
resolve existing extragalactic problems in the future.

Chapter 2 reiterates the motivation for including the IMF in the mod-
elling framework of galaxies, describes the simple framework adopted here
and the results of the experiment as well as their implications for some of
the key galaxy observables and relations presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 3
reports extraordinary observations of one quasar, describes it in the context
of existing phenomenological and theoretical models of quasars and provides
a new interpretation for the nature of the observed spectroscopic features.
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Finally, Chapter 4 briefly return to the broad picture and describes the
results of this work in that context. It also mentions other ongoing work
and outlines possible future directions for the work presented here before
providing the final conclusion.
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Abstract

This work presents and releases a catalog of new photometrically derived
physical properties for the ∼ 105 most well-measured galaxies in the COS-
MOS field on the sky. Using a recently developed technique, spectral energy
distributions are modeled assuming a stellar initial mass function (IMF)
that depends on the temperature of gas in star-forming regions. The method
is applied to the largest current sample of high-quality panchromatic pho-
tometry, the COSMOS2020 catalog, that allows for testing this assumption.
It is found that the galaxies exhibit a continuum of IMF and gas tempera-
tures, most of which are bottom-lighter than measured in the Milky Way.
As a consequence, the stellar masses and star formation rates of most galax-
ies here are found to be lower than those measured by traditional techniques
in the COSMOS2020 catalog by factors of ∼ 1.6 − 3.5 and 2.5 − 70.0, re-
spectively, with the change being the strongest for the most active galaxies.
The resulting physical properties provide new insights into variation of the
IMF-derived gas temperature along the star-forming main sequence and at
quiescence, produce a sharp and coherent picture of downsizing, as seen
from the stellar mass functions, and hint at a possible high-temperature
and high-density stage of early galactic evolution.

2.1 Introduction

Most galaxies outside of the Local Group are studied by fitting photometric
templates with known physical properties. These templates rely on strong
assumptions about the formation and evolution of stellar populations (Con-
roy, 2013b). The problem is complicated, as most of the starlight is inte-
grated and comes from the high-mass stars that compose a small fraction
of its total stellar mass. Typically in models, the stellar population is pro-
duced by some form of a Galactic stellar initial mass function (IMF; such as
Salpeter, 1955; Miller & Scalo, 1979; Kroupa, 2001; Chabrier, 2003) com-
bined with a specific star formation history and dust extinction. Although
the IMF is constrained fairly well in the locality of the Milky Way (MW),
where it is possible to resolve individual stars, the same task is impossible
for distant enough galaxies. Therefore, as this assumption fixes a certain
stellar budget for galaxies, it is crucial that it holds so that the physical
properties are estimated accurately. Otherwise, it can break the results and
the interpretation of different stages of galaxy evolution.

Several observations have hinted that models of integrated starlight cal-
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ibrated against stellar populations in the local universe may sometimes fail
at increasingly high redshift. Large galaxy surveys (Hildebrandt et al., 2009;
Caputi et al., 2015; Finkelstein et al., 2015b; Steinhardt et al., 2016) have re-
ported that dark matter halos inferred from stellar masses at high redshift
become too massive to fit cosmological predictions. Furthermore, recent
observations of galaxies at z > 8 (Naidu et al., 2022; Atek et al., 2023a;
Labbé et al., 2023, among others) have revealed that by drawing from the
same stellar budget they require more baryons than there are produced at
that time (Boylan-Kolchin, 2023). At the same time, the observed lumi-
nosity functions have been under-predicted in some of the semi-analytical
simulations at z > 13 by a factor of 301.

On the other hand, low-redshift observations sensitive to low-mass stars
hint at underestimated stellar mass in early-type galaxies. For example,
measurements of stellar kinematics, absorption lines or various line indices
find excess in mass-to-light ratio in local elliptical galaxies relative to the
Milky Way IMF (Cappellari et al., 2012; Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012; van
Dokkum & Conroy, 2012; Mart́ın-Navarro et al., 2015; van Dokkum et al.,
2017a). Other observations of resolved stellar populations in the MW or
local dwarfs demonstrate similar IMF results in old stellar structures (Geha
et al., 2013; Hallakoun & Maoz, 2021).

Together, these pieces of evidence independently suggest that the mass-
to-light ratio in galaxy models appears to be off in the edge cases with
drastically different star-forming conditions. It is too high for active galaxies
at high redshift and too conservative for passive ones at low redshift. At
the same time the galaxy populations with intermediate properties likely
represent the bulk of the distribution.

In the high redshift cases where the tension with the cosmology arises,
Steinhardt et al. (2023a) and Harikane et al. (2023) suggested that a
bottom-lighter (or top-heavier) IMF can account for the over-estimation
of stellar mass inferred from observations. Jermyn et al. (2018) and
Steinhardt et al. (2023a) proposed that the bottom-light IMF at high
redshift is likely driven by the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
temperature. Similarly, Yung et al. (2023) proposed that the simulations
can match the higher galaxy number densities with a top-heavier IMF. It
was also possible to resolve the tension by more properly accounting for

1It is worth mentioning that other studies have not reported the tension with in-
terpreted or simulated galaxy properties (Adams et al., 2023b; McCaffrey et al., 2023).
Others have indicated that it can be resolved by changing assumptions in galaxy models
(Yung et al., 2023). Therefore, the apparent nature of the tension reinforces the fact
that it is likely a test of the galaxy models and not the cosmology.
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cosmic variance, uncertainty in the stellar mass and accounting for possible
additional gas for star formation (Chen et al., 2023).

Consequently, one could also argue for a more bottom-heavy IMF to
solve the tension on the other redshift end (in the local universe) to account
for the reported under-estimation of stellar mass in the early-type galaxies.
This would be in agreement with the IMF measurements of Cappellari
et al. (2012); Conroy & van Dokkum (2012); van Dokkum & Conroy (2012);
Mart́ın-Navarro et al. (2015); van Dokkum et al. (2017a). Therefore, if the
shape of the IMF varies with average conditions of star formation in different
galaxies, there is likely to be a continuum of stellar mass functions.

In theory, changes in temperature, density or metallicity of the star-
forming material must lead to a corresponding change in the relevant mass
scales of the stellar population (Jeans, 1902; Low & Lynden-Bell, 1976;
Larson, 1998, 2005) and modify the shape of the IMF (Bate & Bonnell, 2005;
Jappsen et al., 2005; Krumholz, 2011; Hopkins, 2012; Jermyn et al., 2018).
Although, the star-forming gas conditions have been difficult to determine
from line ratios at high redshift, the temperature of cold dust serves as a
strong indicator of conditions of the interstellar medium (ISM). A possible
link between the thermal state of the gas and dust in the main-sequence
galaxies has been shown by comparing mass and luminosity-weighted dust
temperatures with excitation temperature from [C I] line ratio (Valentino
et al., 2020).

Empirically, measurements of dust temperature hint that the state of
the ISM (and possibly the star-forming gas) changes with redshift and posi-
tion with respect to the star-forming main sequence (SFMS; Magnelli et al.,
2014; Lamperti et al., 2019). The latter studies show that the temperature
of the cold component of dust measured from the far-IR (FIR) continuum
increases from ∼ 20 to 40 K for galaxies depending on the offset from
the SFMS. In addition, the average dust temperature increases with red-
shift (Schreiber et al., 2018; Cortzen et al., 2020), which is similar to the
reported increase in the intensity of the radiation field at higher redshift
(Béthermin et al., 2015; Magdis et al., 2017). If the molecular clouds ex-
hibit similar behavior, this evidence builds to suggest that the IMF should
change accordingly (Kroupa, 2001; Bastian et al., 2010).

Moreover, Gunawardhana et al. (2011) and Nanayakkara et al. (2017)
show that the excessive equivalent widths of the Hα line are likely due to
a top-heavier IMF at z ∼ 0.35 and z ∼ 2. As this excess correlates with
the star formation rate (SFR), they suggest that the effect increases with
redshift for star-forming galaxies. In addition, a more direct probe of the
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IMF in Zhang et al. (2018) – 13C/18O transitions – reveals a top-heavier
IMF in several starbursts at 2 < z < 3.

The recently introduced technique in Sneppen et al. (2022) was used to
constrain the IMF in some of the most well-measured galaxies. However, it
has been challenging to test the idea due to rare photometric band cover-
age and relatively low quality of available measurements. Therefore, most
samples are prone to the strong covariances between various model param-
eters. As such, the lack of emission from the bulk of stellar mass leads
to degeneracies between the IMF, the law of dust attenuation or the star
formation history. However, Sneppen et al. (2022) showed that improved
measurements in the recent data sets (such as COSMOS2015; Laigle et al.,
2016) can provide more statistical power to relax the assumption of the
local IMF and break the existing degeneracies to some extent.

This work employs the fitting technique to produce a catalog of new
physical properties for galaxies in the COSMOS field, available for use by
the community. It is expected that new higher quality observations released
in the COSMOS2020 catalog (Weaver et al., 2022) can reveal fainter galaxies
across a range of redshifts, as well as refine the observations of the previous
catalogs. With these data, it is possible to improve on the estimates of
stellar mass (M⋆) and SFR, by starting with the, possibly, more physically
plausible set of assumptions for the stellar IMF. In addition, this update
provides the IMF property theoretically related to the temperature of the
star-forming gas (Jermyn et al., 2018) and argues for its importance for
galaxy evolution. The work here shows that the measured change in stellar
mass and star formation rate and the associated increase in the inferred gas
temperature at lower redshifts (0 < z < 2) reinforces the importance of the
proper treatment of stellar populations particularly at high redshift, where
the cosmological predictions can be tested in the most direct way.

The data used in this work are described in § 2.2. Next, § 2.3 out-
lines the procedure of SED fitting, which includes the description of the
temperature-dependent IMF and the associated templates. Then, § 2.4
details the quality choices made to produce the final data set and demon-
strates the best-fit physical properties. The following subsections demon-
strate some well-known relationships with the new properties and describe
new insights driven by the best-fit IMF. Finally, the discussion in § 2.7 re-
iterates some of the most critical approximations made when interpreting
observations in application to galaxy evolution. This work assumes a Flat
Lambda Cold Dark Matter cosmology (H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7).
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2.2 Data catalog

Previously, work to constrain the IMF using this technique was done with
the COSMOS2015 catalog (Laigle et al., 2016) in Sneppen et al. (2022),
which when published was the largest existing multi-band photometric data
set. COSMOS2020 (Weaver et al., 2022) is an updated catalog with more
detections and deeper and more precise photometry than the previous ver-
sions in the COSMOS field (Capak et al., 2007; Scoville et al., 2007; Ilbert
et al., 2009, 2013; Laigle et al., 2016). The most significant advantages
arise from deeper infrared bands and from including bluer bands in its de-
tection image. The latter is expected to result in a higher number of small
blue galaxies, which is particularly useful for this work, where compact blue
galaxies are of special interest, as discussed in § 2.4.

There are two primary versions of the COSMOS2020 catalog, CLASSIC
and FARMER. This work makes use of the CLASSIC version, which is preferred
for the brightest galaxies. In contrast to the modeled fluxes in the FARMER

version, it derives aperture-based photometry from PSF-homogenized im-
ages similarly to the previous catalogs. Despite the differences in approach,
the precision of measurements and the fraction of outliers in terms of pho-
tometric redshifts are similar between them on average. For the brightest
galaxies CLASSIC performs marginally better both in precision and number
of redshift outliers using the standard photometric fitting procedure.

The photometric bands were selected as per the suggestions in Weaver
et al. (2022). Several filters were discarded as too shallow and thus
not providing additional constraints: Spitzer/IRAC Channels 3 and 4;
Subaru Suprime-Cam (SC) broad bands, NB711, NB816, NB118; and
GALEX FUV and NUV. The final list of photometric bands included 25
filters: Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) u, u∗; five Subaru/Hyper
Suprime-Cam (HSC) bands grizy; four UltraVISTA DR4 bands Y JHKS;
twelve Subaru/Suprime-Cam (SC) bands IB427, IB464, IA484, IB505,
IA527, IB574, IA624, IA679, IB709, IA738, IA767, IB827; and
Spitzer/IRAC channels 1, 2. The work makes use of the deeper fluxes
derived with the 2-arcsecond apertures. The photometry was corrected for
aperture sizes and the Milky Way extinction based on the offsets provided
in the catalog.

To obtain the most accurate and well-measured objects in the COS-
MOS2020 catalog, several selections were made. Of the 1,720,700 sources,
approximately 437,000 were kept by removing the objects that were flagged
by SExtractor, including sources biased by the bright neighbors, at the
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boundaries of the images, saturated detections or instances that failed at
execution. These sources were selected in “ultradeep” stripes of the Ul-
traVISTA photometry, which reduced the survey area from ∼ 3.4 to 0.9
deg2 and decreases the volume completeness of the final catalog. Further
selections of objects were made after solving for SED templates with the
best-fit IMF, as some of the poor measurements were found to be most
prone to degeneracies in the solutions and ended up at the edges of the
IMF temperature range. This quality cut is described in § 2.4.

2.3 SED Fitting with EAZY

The algorithm for fitting photometric SEDs with EAZY (Brammer et al.,
2008; Brammer, 2021) is based on a linear combination of SED templates
from a model set. This procedure significantly reduces the computation
time, as the best-fit linear combination can be determined via matrix in-
version rather than via extended grid sampling.

However, if the set of basis templates is not carefully constructed, the
best-fit linear combination may produce an nonphysical shortcut solution.
This is possible as almost all of the resulting solutions are represented by a
linear mixture of young and old stellar populations with varying amounts
of dust. Even if the problem is well-determined, statistically, the ultravio-
let and infrared components of observed SEDs can be reconstructed with
different combinations of dust, star formation history and the shape of the
IMF. Thus, for example, a quiescent galaxy at may be fitted with an SED
of a dusty star-forming galaxy at lower redshift, unless the strong emission
lines can be sampled by a fortunate coincidence of some narrow bands.

Therefore, it is crucial to construct a set of model templates to match
the prior expectations of physical properties of galaxies in the targeted
redshift regime. The templates are typically made to span a limited and
physically-motivated space of such parameters, e.g., stellar metallicity, age
and dust extinction. On the other hand, the spanned space is also made
substantially large to sample the properties as much as possible and avoid
forcing most of the inferred galaxy properties to look the same. The balance
between asserting a narrow physical domain of templates and still obtain-
ing a representative fit is achieved by ensuring that the template galaxies
efficiently span the color space (Brammer et al., 2008). This work builds
on the templates provided for COSMOS2020 at the time of publication2.

2Standard COSMOS2020 templates made with a Chabrier IMF are available at:
https://github.com/gbrammer/eazy-photoz/.

https://github.com/gbrammer/eazy-photoz/
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Temperature-dependent IMF

It is likely that different phases of gas in the giant molecular clouds result in
IMF variability across individual galaxies at different physical locations and
at different times of their evolution. Various dependencies of the IMF on the
gas phase have been proposed (Bate & Bonnell, 2005; Jappsen et al., 2005;
Hopkins, 2012; Krumholz, 2011), where some of the simplest approaches
use the scaling of the IMF mass with the temperature only (Jermyn et al.,
2018). The mass scale of cloud fragmentation in the Kroupa IMF (Kroupa,
2001) is made proportional to the square of the temperature:

dN

dm
(T ) ∝


m−0.3, m < 0.08M⊙f(T )

m−1.3, 0.08M⊙f(T ) < m < 0.50M⊙f(T )

m−2.3, 0.50M⊙f(T ) < m

, (2.1)

where f(T ) = (T/T0)
2 is the scaling factor and T0 = 20 K is the reference

temperature set to approximately the temperature of the molecular clouds
in the Milky Way (Schnee et al., 2008). The scaling of the power-law break-
points is tied to the minimum fragmentation mass of a gas cloud, i.e. the
low-mass end of the IMF (Jermyn et al., 2018). Therefore, throughout this
paper we refer to the relative IMF changes as bottom-light or bottom-heavy,
although in practice the bottom-light(heavy) and top-heavy(light) shapes
are degenerate here, as the power-law slopes are fixed.

Although it is unclear precisely how the complex interplay of various
astrophysical mechanisms in molecular clouds sets their exact temperature,
perhaps, a minimum at z > 7 is set by the CMB, where it exceeds the local
temperature of 20 K. At lower redshifts, where the temperature exceeds
the microwave background, as for the ∼ 20 K in star-formirng regions of
the Milky Way, it could be regulated by stellar radiation in regular main-
sequence galaxies or by cosmic rays in stellar explosions (Papadopoulos,
2010).

Although theoretically, the IMF is parameterised using the gas temper-
ature, it is unclear whether the best-fit IMF constrains this quantity or
is degenerate with other model SED inputs. For example, it was argued
by Steinhardt et al. (2022a) that the SED templates with a parametrised
IMF are likely sensitive to either the sharp decline in the star formation
history or just the IMF as the first order effect. There is less confidence
that either of these can directly translate to the temperature of the molec-
ular gas. However, the SFMS is found to correlate with the IMF similarly
to the temperature of dust with redshift in Magnelli et al. (2014), which
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lends more credence to the IMF-temperature interpretation. Moreover, the
connection of the IMF temperature to galaxy morphologies in Steinhardt
et al. (2023b) further reinforces the physical origin of this property.

Photometric templates used in this work were constructed to have as
similar properties as possible to the standard COSMOS2020 templates3,
with the sole exception of changing the IMF. The standard 17 templates
span stellar populations with ages from 0.1 to 7 Gyr, dust extinction ranging
∼ 0 − 2 magnitudes, a mixture of constant star formation histories (SFH)
with specific star formation rate sSFR∼ 2 × 10−8 yr−1 and 1 × 10−12 yr−1

and lognormal SFH bursts at 0.1, 0.4, 1.7 and 6.7 Gyr with a width of 0.1
Gyr and the attenuation curve from Kriek & Conroy (2013) (Table 2.1).
Building upon this 17-template basis, a series of templates was made with
the varying IMF shapes that corresponded to molecular gas temperatures
ranging from 10 to 60 K in steps of 1 K. They were produced using Flexible

Stellar Population Synthesis (FSPS) code (Conroy et al., 2009; Conroy
& Gunn, 2010) and made available publicly4.

2.4 Results

Generally, parameters inferred from large photometric surveys are analyzed
from the perspective of population statistics, rather than studying individ-
ual objects. In part, this is because the fits for any individual galaxy are
often not well constrained, with star formation rates particularly poorly-
determined. This is even more relevant when the SED fitting is performed
with the addition of new parameters, which increases random uncertainty
and possibly causes additional degeneracies or strong covariances between
parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to consider quality cuts to maximize
the statistical confidence of the fit results and identify potential outliers aris-
ing from the existing degeneracies. The relevant selections and validation
of photometric redshifts are described below. Additionally, the subsections
here show some of the well-known relationships, as well as the new ones
driven by the change of the IMF shape.

3The standard templates preserved the records of their parameters, except for the
star formation history. Therefore it was adjusted to produce as similar templates here
as possible.

4The templates with a range of varying IMFs are made publicly available at
https://github.com/vvrus/sed-templates.

https://github.com/vvrus/sed-templates
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Table 2.1: Properties of the stellar populations in the 17-template basis of standard
templates used with COSMOS2020. The columns show the ID of a template; age of a
stellar population; fraction of a solar metallicity log(Z/Z⊙); and dust extinction in the V
band, AV . The first 7 templates are produced using Padova isochrones with Z⊙ = 0.019
and for the last 10 MIST isochrones that assume Z⊙ = 0.0142 were used.

ID Age (Gyr) log(Z/Z⊙) AV

1 0.1 0.0 0.005

2 0.1 0.0 0.5

3 0.1 0.0 0.005

4 0.1 0.0 0.5

5 0.1 0.0 1.0

6 0.1 0.0 2.0

7 0.1 0.0 3.0

8 0.31 0.0 0.005

9 0.31 0.0 1.0

10 0.31 0.0 2.0

11 0.62 0.0 0.005

12 0.62 0.0 1.0

13 0.62 0.0 2.5

14 1.76 0.0 0.005

15 1.76 0.0 1.0

16 7.18 0.0 0.005

17 0.91 0.0 0.005

Quality Cuts

At first, the results of the SED fitting were used to discard poor samples.
The data here was cut based on photometric coverage to ensure that con-
straints on the IMF were as strong as possible. Then, the samples where
no solutions could be found or they were poorly defined were discarded.

First, it is crucial to have a sample observed over as broad of a set of
bands as possible in order to be able to constrain the solution parameters.
Thus, the redshift range was reduced to include objects in the range 0 <
z < 2, as too many photometric bands drop out at z > 2.

It was demonstrated in Sneppen et al. (2022), using mock SED observa-
tions, that the IMF parameter can be safely recovered only for the objects
with the highest S/N ratios and at the IMF temperature above ∼ 20 − 25
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K. Most of the objects in the COSMOS2020 catalog lie near the detec-
tion limit and thus have relatively low-quality flux measurements, which
results in weaker constraining power for the given number of parameters
and, ultimately, inferred physical properties that cannot be trusted. For
example, some solutions were often found to be erroneously fit by the most
bottom-heavy or bottom-light IMFs or, alternatively, by the IMFs at edges
of the sampled TIMF range. As such, some faint quiescent galaxies with
high mass-to-light ratio and weak constraints in the UV can be sometimes
fitted with the most bottom-heavy IMF or a bottom-light IMF and high
dust extinction.

Therefore, Sneppen et al. (2022) and Steinhardt et al. (2022a) defined
the quality cut S/N > 10 in the Suprime-Cam V band or UltraVISTA K
band, at which the number of such objects best fitted at the boundaries
of the temperature range dropped significantly to ∼ 10 − 15%. Here, in-
stead most of the objects at the temperature boundaries are discarded as
having poorly-defined solutions in their chi-squared landscapes χ2(TIMF ) at
10 < TIMF < 60 K with steps of 1 K. Specifically, the solutions with χ2

max−
χ2
min < 0.1, FWHM(TIMF ) < 4 K were discarded. If several solution tem-

peratures were identified, the ones with the largest area
∑

TIMF
χ2(TIMF )

were selected. As a result, ∼ 250, 000 samples out of ∼ 437, 000 (the 437,000
objects were selected as described in § 2.2) passed with best-fit tempera-
tures, out of which only 60% of objects had S/N < 10. The fraction of any
S/N at the margins of the temperature range did not exceed 7%. On the
other hand, the discarded sample was the noisiest, with 90% of its objects
having S/N < 10 in KS flux.

By cutting objects based on the quality of their χ2 peaks, the final
sample comprised 249,494 objects with 205,750 in the range 0 < z < 2
where they were still covered by most of the photometric bands. The sam-
ple was reduced even further to 156,389 objects by flagging the remaining
solutions as outliers. Those were identified as faint objects with too low
or too high mass-to-light ratios and, thus, likely suffering from degenerate
template parameters (more description is included in Appendix 2.9). Al-
ternatively, some objects discarded as outliers had additional local minima,
similar to objects identified in Sneppen et al. (2022). They could arise due
to incorrectly fitting the highest-mass breakpoint in the Kroupa IMF in
galaxies that had recently lost their most massive stars, but still have the
intermediate-mass population. Lastly, only 72,805 objects in the catalog
have uncertainty in TIMF estimated using the minimum variance bound, as
described in § 2.4, as the rest of them had low significance of chi-square
solutions. These best objects were used to obtain the results in § 2.4–2.4.
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Stellar Mass Completeness

Figure 2.1: Counts of all galaxies in the bins of photometric redshift and stellar mass.
The points show 95% mass completeness limits estimated by rescaling down to the de-
tection limit in IRAC Channel 1 for star-forming and quiescent. These limits log10 M(z)
were fitted with a Schechter function and shown as solid lines. The uncertainties are
taken as the median errors in bins of redshift and rescaled mass. The levels for star-
forming galaxies are below the limits of quiescent galaxies by 0.2− 0.3 dex at 0 < z < 2,
which reflects the higher M/L ratio for the passive population.

The lower limit of stellar mass of a representative sample of galaxies
depends on the survey depth and the mass-to-light ratio of galaxies and
evolves with redshift. Owing to the lack of UV and optical emission per
stellar mass, quiescent galaxies are expected to be less complete than the
brighter star-forming sample at every redshift in the photometry of COS-
MOS2020. In addition, it is expected that at 0.0 < z < 2.0 the galaxy
sample is missing a population of blue dwarf galaxies, which fall outside of
the detection image, and, possibly, some galaxies at the large stellar mass
end at the lowest redshift due to a smaller volume. The separation of galax-
ies into star-forming and quiescent samples was done in the UVJ color space
(Williams et al., 2009; Arnouts et al., 2013).

By using the approach of Pozzetti et al. (2010), the limiting mass was
defined by taking the faint objects that are likely to have complete stellar
masses in bins of redshift and rescaling their masses to the magnitude of
the survey depth. Following the prescriptions in Weaver et al. (2023), 1%
of the photometric fits with the largest chi-squared were removed from the
sample. Then, the stellar masses M of the 30% faintest objects in IRAC
Channel 1 magnitudes m were rescaled to the detection limit m′ = 26.4±0.1
(Weaver et al., 2022) to obtain M′:

log10M′ = log10M + 0.4(m−m′). (2.2)
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Table 2.2: Best-fit parameters and their statistical uncertainties for the Schechter func-
tion representing the limits of mass completeness for star-forming and quiescent galaxy
samples (see Eq. 2.3).

Sample log10M⋆ z⋆ α

Star-forming 9.56±0.53 -1.63±0.28 -1.01±0.01

Quiescent 9.10±0.24 -1.89±0.13 -1.03±0.01

The 95% completeness level log10M95 was taken as the 95th percentile
of the log10M′ distribution and is shown with dots on Figure 2.1. The
calculation is done separately for star-forming and quiescent galaxies to ac-
count for their different M/L ratios. The key assumption made here is that
galaxies with M′ and M have the same relation to luminosity. However, as
the IMF correlations with the physical properties in § 2.4–2.4 imply, M/L of
star-forming galaxies correlates with the stellar mass and the proper scaling
should account for this difference by using (M′/L′)β1 and (M/L)β2 , where
β increases for larger stellar mass (i.e. β1 > β2). By assuming that β1 = β2,
as it is done here, the rescaled stellar mass M′ and, consequently, the mass
completeness are overestimated, albeit insignificantly, as the difference be-
tween the 30% faintest galaxies in magnitude at the same redshift should
be minor. Therefore, the completeness used here acts as conservative upper
limit. Finally, although the IRAC bands were not included in the detection
image of COSMOS2020, Weaver et al. (2023) argue that this should not
affect the results significantly.

The completeness levels were calculated in bins of redshift at 0.1 < z <
3.4 for quiescent galaxies and 0.1 < z < 4.3 for star-forming galaxies in
steps of 0.3. Finally, the 95% mass completeness levels M as a function
of z were fitted with a Schechter function (Schechter, 1976; shown as solid
lines in Figure 2.1; best-fit parameters are shown in Table 2.2):

log10M(z) = (0.4 ln 10) log10M⋆×
×[100.4(z⋆−z)]α+1 exp (−100.4(z⋆−z)),

(2.3)

where uncertainties were taken as median σz in the bins of redshift and
bins of stellar mass σlog10 M defined as log10M95 ± 0.2 log10M.

This work applies two separate 95%-completeness limits to star-forming
and quiescent galaxies estimated in Weaver et al. (2023) for all relationships,
except the redshift validation in Figure 2.2 and the change of properties due
to the IMF modification in Figure 2.4.
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Cross-check of Photometric Redshifts

Spectroscopic redshifts have usually been used as a partial validation of pho-
tometric template fits. Here, the same check is applied to the variable-IMF
fits in the presented catalog. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the correspondence of
the sample with the spectroscopic redshifts from the latest Super-deblended
catalog (Jin et al., in prep.) and standard photometric redshifts based on
Chabrier IMF (at 20 K in the Milky Way) from the COSMOS2020 sur-
vey (Weaver et al., 2022). The outliers in the one-to-one comparison are
defined as points satisfying the condition |∆z| > 0.15(1 + z) (Hildebrandt
et al., 2009). The fraction of outliers η is indicated on the plot panels. It
shows that the spectroscopic sample disagreed in ∼ 3 % of cases, similar
to the number outliers in the standard catalog, as shown in Figure 2.2 and
in Weaver et al. (2022). The precision of the photo-z is estimated by using
the normalized median absolute deviation σNMAD (Brammer et al., 2008),
which is not strongly sensitive to outliers:

σNMAD = 1.48 × median
(

|∆z−median(∆z)|
1+zspec

)
. (2.4)

Finally, the bias in the estimates is denoted as b = median(zphot−zspec).
These metrics perform similarly to the standard measurements reported in
the COSMOS2020 catalog. The agreement confirms that even more signifi-
cant differences in templates have little effect on the redshifts reconstructed
with the same code (Sneppen et al., 2022). Finally, the outliers identified
in Figure 2.2, have been discarded from the scientific results in the rest of
the work.

IMF Temperatures

The main result in this work is that most of the galaxies are unlike the local
analogs and have bottom-lighter IMFs, as traced by the IMF temperature
parameter (Figure 2.3). These best-fit IMFs indicate the larger relative
abundance of the most massive stellar populations at all redshifts. Theo-
retically, this change is expected to correspond to hotter (and, presumably,
denser and metal-poorer) molecular gas.

Possible relationships in the distribution of IMF temperatures TIMF

at different redshifts z are investigated by fitting an exponential function
TIMF (z) = A exp (−z/τ) (dashed lines in Figure 2.3). There is not a proper
way in the SED-fitting procedure implemented here for estimating uncer-
tainties in temperature, so the errors are calculated using the chi-square
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Figure 2.2: Density diagrams showing the validation of photometric redshifts zphot
obtained with the best-fit IMFs. Top panel: comparison of redshifts obtained with the
Chabrier IMF at 20K (Weaver et al., 2022) against the spectroscopic redshifts zspec
from (Jin et al. in prep.) (1,773 objects). Middle panel: redshifts obtained with the
Kroupa IMF at the best-fit temperature against the spectroscopic sample. Right panel:
comparison of the photometric redshifts zphot obtained with the Kroupa IMF at the
best-fit temperature and with the Chabrier IMF at 20 K (189,231 objects). The fraction
of higher than one-σ outliers is indicated as η. Overall, the redshifts constrained with the
new SED templates appear to be consistent with the standard COSMOS2020 templates
and the spectroscopic sample.

χ2 statistic computed by EAZY for best-fit models produced at each IMF
temperature in 10 < TIMF < 60 K in steps of 1 K. By assuming that the
temperature estimator is unbiased (at TIMF ≳ 20−25 K) and using the Min-
imum Variance Bound, the uncertainty σ̂T̂ was calculated as ∆T̂− and ∆T̂+

at logL(T̂ ± σ̂T̂ ) = logLmax−1/2 with the likelihood as logL = −2χ2. For
the solutions that did not have the sufficient significance, the uncertainty
fields in the catalog are left empty. The best-fit function in the total sample
(left panel) shows that the temperature increases from ∼ 25 K to 35 K at
0 < z < 2, mostly driven by star-forming galaxies which were selected in
UVJ color space (Williams et al., 2009; Arnouts et al., 2013).

Although there is a large scatter in solutions for IMF temperature in
the whole sample, there is a systematic trend for increasing temperature
at higher redshift. One component of the scatter is added by the fitting
procedure and is expected to be mostly random at temperatures above
∼ 25 K. Based on the fits of synthetic photometry, Sneppen et al. (2022)
showed that scatter in the recovered temperature is σ ≈ 5 − 10 K and the
estimator is only slightly biased at those temperatures for the strongest
photometric detections, while almost completely inaccurate for “cooler”
galaxies (see Figure 13 in their publication). However, it is possible that
other unaccounted systematic effects contribute to the obtained tempera-
ture distribution. For example, one of the critical limitations of the SED
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Figure 2.3: The number of objects in bins of IMF temperature and lookback time,
normalized in lookback-time bins ∆ti, for the total (left), star-forming (middle) and
quiescent sample (right). Dashed lines show best-fit exponentials fit in the space of
temperature and redshift (T, z) using individual non-normalized data. Uncertainties in
redshift are based on 1σ width of p(z) solutions from EAZY (median binned errors range
between σz ∼ 0.01 − 0.27). The errors in IMF temperature are computed using the
likelihood based on chi-squared of the SED solutions, and are very loose (see text for
details; median binned errors range between σTIMF

∼ 3−12 K). Most of the objects have
IMF temperature above that of the analogs in the local universe forming a continuum of
bottom-lighter IMFs. On average, the best-fit IMF temperature increases with redshift
as in Sneppen et al. (2022); Steinhardt et al. (2022b). Finally, the temperature and
corresponding IMF behaviour is distinct between active and passive galaxy populations,
where the former is almost exclusively responsible for the temperature increase in the
total sample. This result for star-forming and quiescent galaxies is consistent with the
observed trends in temperature of cold dust in similar redshift ranges (see text for refer-
ences).

templates employed here is that the temperature, density and metallicity of
the star-forming gas are not causally connected to the expected changes in
the definition (Eq. 2.1) of the IMF. Therefore, the resulting “temperature”
quantity is likely a combination of effects due to these three quantities.

The rest of the scatter appears to be due to the differences in the mass to
light ratio, M/L, of stellar populations in different galaxies. For example,
the most common and strong distinction exists between active and quies-
cent galaxies, where the latter are expected to have bottom-heavier IMFs.
Indeed, the right panel in Figure 2.3 shows that the passive population is
consistent with the same M/L and has relatively small scatter. Given that
the quiescent galaxies with very weak UV emission are expected to be the
least sensitive to probing the IMF, this result validates the fitting procedure.
This would be consistent with the measurements of dust temperatures in
quiescent galaxies that appear to have a lower limit at Tdust ∼ 21 ± 2 K
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in a similar redshift range in Magdis et al. (2021). However, it is possible
that the temperatures of the star-forming gas and dust are set by differ-
ent mechanisms in quiescent galaxies and therefore the former does not
have to be similarly bounded at ∼ 20 K. This possibility cannot be tested
with the IMF estimator here, as it is completely biased in that temperature
regime. On the other hand, the active population spans the full sampled
temperature range at every epoch and is almost entirely consistent with the
temperature increase in the total sample.

By isolating the quiescent galaxies, it appears that the large scatter is
indicative of various star-forming galaxies. While most appear to be on
the main sequence the rest can represent different sub-populations. Among
others, ULIRGS that are thought to result from major mergers of gas-
rich galaxies or close interactions (from observations Sanders et al., 1991;
Solomon et al., 1997; from simulations Mihos & Hernquist, 1996), have
been shown to exhibit a constant IMF temperature at ∼ 30 K up to z = 2
(Sneppen et al., 2022), consistently with dust temperature estimates in
Béthermin et al. (2015). Among galaxies efficiently forming new stars are
“green peas” (Cardamone et al., 2009) that have small stellar mass and
compact morphology, little dust obscuration, and other starbursts that in-
clude galaxies with varying physical properties but appear to have similarly
high sSFR due to a recently ignited burst of star formation (Kennicutt &
Evans, 2012). Based on their properties, these types are likely to occupy
the higher temperature tail, above ULIRGS and typical SFMS galaxies.
Indeed, Zhang et al. (2018) showed that starbursts at 2 < z < 3 have a
top-heavy IMF by measuring 13C/18O transitions. Note, the density in Fig-
ure 2.3 reveals a grid pattern, which is likely due to fits with degenerate
parameters, described in Appendix 2.9, that could not be removed entirely.

Finally, the large scatter in the IMF shapes here is in agreement with
the broad distribution of equivalent widths of Hα at z ∼ 2 in Nanayakkara
et al. (2017). That work shows that the most likely contribution to the
large widths is the top-heavy IMF. Moreover, the large scatter in the widths
cannot be explained entirely by the starbursts and likely indicates either
stochasticity or some underlying relationships in the shapes of the IMF.

This behavior of the IMF shape is similar to that found using galaxies
in COSMOS2015 (Sneppen et al., 2022), although it now extends to fainter
galaxies and lower temperatures at the higher redshift and includes galaxies
with higher measurement quality on average. In particular, more data fills
the lookback time t > 8 Gyr (z > 1.1) and TIMF < 30 K in Figure 2.3. It
represents a faint red sample at the lower tail of sSFR or faint blue galaxies,
which have been observed owing to the depth of the COSMOS2020 surveys.
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Physical Properties of Galaxies

If most studied galaxies have systematically different stellar populations
from what was assumed previously, their inferred stellar mass and the rate of
star formation must change correspondingly. Figure 2.4 shows the changes
in these two properties at 0.2 < z < 2.0.

Clearly, most of the objects have properties characteristic of the bottom-
lighter IMFs, or higher temperature of the star-forming gas. As can be
expected, the bias is associated predominantly with the bottom-lighter IMF
solutions for the star-forming galaxies. There, the magnitude of the change
appears to be correlated with the SFR of galaxies, or the strength of UV
emission. The largest offset reaches ∼ 1 dex in stellar mass and ∼ 2 dex in
SFR, while the median changes are ∼ 0.2 and ∼ 0.4 dex, respectively.

The best-fit properties for the quiescent population at these redshifts
do not appear to be affected significantly by the change. This indicates
two possibilities that: (1) their last stellar populations formed at the same
temperature as in the local universe; (2) photometric IMF variations in
the quiescent galaxies are below the sensitivity limit of our procedure of
T ∼ 20 K. Nevertheless, the most bottom-light quiescent galaxies are still
found in the lowest redshift bins, at z < 0.8, which suggests that some
internal feedback (stellar radiation or cosmic rays) on top of the CMB may
heat the gas at the time of the last star-forming episode to above 25 K
at z > 0.8. However, it is also likely that some of coldest faint quiescent
galaxies at z > 0.2 may still be undetected.

It is also worth noting that the photometric fitting method is not capable
of recovering IMF shapes with IMF temperature T < 20 K, as show in the
mock simulations in Sneppen et al. (2022). Therefore, the lower bound
found here is characteristic of the method. Although physically this bound
coincides with the temperature background in the MW, it disagrees with
the probes of even bottom-heavier IMFs in elliptical galaxies and other
old stellar structures at low redshift in Conroy & van Dokkum (2012); van
Dokkum & Conroy (2012); Geha et al. (2013); Mart́ın-Navarro et al. (2015);
Conroy et al. (2017); van Dokkum et al. (2017a); Hallakoun & Maoz (2021).

Star-forming Main Sequence

At every redshift, most of the actively star-forming galaxies of each stel-
lar mass have been found to exhibit a narrow range of SFR, which defines
the star-forming main-sequence (SFMS) (Brinchmann et al., 2004; Noeske
et al., 2007a; Peng et al., 2010; Speagle et al., 2014). This relationship
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Figure 2.4: Difference in stellar mass and star formation rate between the “best-fit
IMF sample” (MT ,SFRT ) and the standard properties from COSMOS2020 (M,SFR)
at 0 < z < 2. The properties (MT ,SFRT ) are taken at the best-fit IMF temperature
T , while (M,SFR) are based on the local IMF, analogous to T ∼ 20 K. The standard
COSMOS2020 properties were converted from Chabrier to Kroupa IMF for a consistent
comparison, scaling properties by 1.06 (eg., MK = 1.06MC , using the conversion from
Zahid et al., 2012). The separation of galaxies into star-forming and quiescent was done
in the UV J color space of the best-fit IMF colors. The UV J classification is consistent
between two catalogs with 98.2% agreement. The contours outline 42,545 active and
8,416 passive galaxies. Clearly, as the best-fit IMF is almost always bottom-lighter than
in the Milky Way, the masses and star formation rates shift to lower values. The median
differences of the total sample correspond to log(MT /M) ≈ −0.21 (1/1.6 linear change)
and log(SFRT /SFR) ≈ −0.40 (1/2.5 linear change). The offset is on average higher
for star-forming galaxies with the highest SFR, while quiescent galaxies experience little
to no change in stellar mass and a similar change in SFR. The contours in both plots
are consistent and extend to the same number levels (outer contours cover 98% of the
respective total numbers).

holds in both photometrically and spectroscopically-derived SFR and de-
spite the fact that galaxies have a range of different star formation histories,
supernova rates, strengths of active galactic nuclei feedback or cosmic envi-
ronment. However, it can still be expected that variability in these factors
can play role in changing the distribution of stellar masses in a galaxy.
Therefore, one of the ways of testing the properties of the variable IMF fits
is by verifying that the main sequence still holds.

Figure 2.5 shows all galaxies, where the star-forming ones still form the
SFMS at each redshift despite the shift in stellar masses and star formation
rates due to changing the Chabrier IMF at 20 K to IMFs at the best-fit
temperatures. Similarly, the work of Steinhardt et al. (2022b) that im-
plemented the same temperature-dependent IMF, showed that there is a
correlation between SFR, stellar mass at every redshift, consistent with the
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Figure 2.5: All galaxies plotted in the space of the star-forming main sequence in red-
shift windows from z = 0.2 to 2.0. The color corresponds to the median IMF temperature
in a bin of stellar mass and SFR (log(M), log(SFR)). Bins with ≥ 10 samples are filled,
bins with 1−9 samples are shown as scatter. Typical star-forming galaxies are found on
the main sequence, showing a gradient of IMF temperatures correlated with the sSFR;
quiescent galaxies turn off the sequence and extend to lower SFR at the highest stellar
masses and lowest IMF temperatures; objects with the highest IMF temperatures at the
low stellar mass end exhibit a distinct temperature relationship from the typical main
sequence (the temperature relationship is shown on Figure 2.7).

known relationship. While the SFMS appears to be the same qualitatively,
the exact offset and gradient of the relation should be sensitive to the shape
of the best-fit IMF and should correlate with it, as suggested by the change
of the SFR and stellar mass in Figure 2.4.

The best-fit properties here indicate that there is a gradient of IMFs
along the SFMS at every redshift. The IMF temperature increases most
rapidly towards the high SFR and low stellar mass end. The gradient be-
comes steeper at the higher redshift, with more extreme cases of the high-
temperature galaxies. As shown in Figure 1 of Steinhardt et al. (2023b),
the change of IMF shape may be correlated with the gradient of the tem-
perature of dust continuum emission shown in Magnelli et al. (2014). This
suggests that the “IMF temperature” parameter may trace the temperature
of molecular clouds at star formation, as argued theoretically (Jermyn et al.,
2018). Therefore, with the evidence presented here and in the previous work
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it may be compelling to model a possible relationship or an equilibrium state
between temperature of the molecular clouds and cold dust. If calibrated at
low redshift, this relationship can be used to constrain the IMF for galaxies
at high redshift for which measuring gas temperatures from line ratios is
challenging (see § 2.7 for further discussion).

As expected, the quiescent population is found at the highest mass bins
for a given SFR and redshift. The colors in Figure 2.5 indicate that the
quiescent galaxies are coolest at the lowest redshift, and gradually become
warmer at the higher redshift. This effect demonstrates that either the
star-forming gas used to form the last stellar population is hotter in ear-
lier epochs due to some feedback mechanisms or that some of the coolest
samples at the higher redshift are below the detection limit of the COS-
MOS2020 surveys. The last is more likely, as observations show that the
average temperature in massive quiescent galaxies at 0.2 < z < 2.0 is ap-
proximately constant at Td = 21 ± 2 K (Magdis et al., 2021). Finally, the
quiescent galaxies are coolest among other galaxies at every epoch. Thus,
they appear to turn off the main sequence once some critical mass is built
up5 which appears to be traced by the IMF temperature.

A population of low-mass and hot galaxies appears as indicated by the
IMF temperature in the highest redshift panels of the SFMS. These galaxies
have distinct combination of sSFR and IMF temperature, as discussed in
more detail in § 2.4. Steinhardt et al. (2023b) suggested that they also
appear to have compact morphologies. It has been hypothesized that these
galaxies may represent the early, core-forming stage of galaxy evolution. If
that is the case, this population is only cooling down onto the SFMS and
thus can be expected to have a different SFR − M⋆ relationship or none,
similarly to quiescent galaxies.

It is unclear whether this sample is separate from the typical star-
forming galaxies on the main sequence and therefore requires investigation.
Previously, it has been argued by Abramson et al. (2014) that the SFMS can
be explained solely by the spatially-resolved evolution of the star-forming
discs which host evolved bulges. If the fundamental SFMS evolution is
driven purely by the physics of star formation, it is possible that the core-
forming galaxies form a similarly straight SFMS. On the other hand, if the
typical main sequence galaxies are driven by a combination of star forma-
tion and disc-morphology effects, the core-forming galaxies may exhibit a
characteristically different main sequence: a power law with a different ex-

5Evidence in § 2.4 from quiescent galaxy fraction appears consistent with there being
a characteristic mass for quenching at every redshift, which monotonically decreases
towards the current epoch.
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ponent, normalization or a different functional form (more details follow
on this in § 2.4). Thus, morphology may present hints for the mechanisms
driving the SFMS relation and other stages of evolution.

Finally, the galaxy sample covers almost 4 orders of magnitude in SFR
with some of the fainter samples detected only in COSMOS2020 and not
the previous COSMOS catalogs (Figure 2.5). The low-mass galaxies are
cut sharply at the higher redshift due to a combination of the Malmquist
bias at the low SFR, the quality cuts here at the higher SFR (see § 2.4)
and mass completeness cuts. At the same time, the most massive and
luminous galaxies are found in the most distant observations where the
sampled cosmic volume is largest.

Stellar Mass Function

Stellar mass function, as the comoving volume density of star-forming and
quiescent populations at different redshift snapshots, is an observational
tracer of growth of stellar mass at different scales over time (Fontana et al.,
2006; Drory & Alvarez, 2008; Marchesini et al., 2009; Peng et al., 2010;
Pozzetti et al., 2010; Ilbert et al., 2013; Moustakas et al., 2013; Muzzin
et al., 2013; Grazian et al., 2015; Song et al., 2016; Davidzon et al., 2017;
Stefanon et al., 2021; Weaver et al., 2023). These observations provide
constraints for theoretical models and simulations of galaxy evolution, and
eventually help to study the mechanisms regulating galaxy assembly, growth
and quenching of star formation. Here, the fraction of quiescent to total
galaxies in terms of the mass functions is used to show the growth and the
hierarchy of the quenched population.

The fraction of quiescent galaxies as a function of stellar mass obtained
with the best-fit IMFs is reproduced with the same overall characteristic
behaviour as in most studies that observe the effect of downsizing, reported
first in (Cowie et al., 1996; Juneau et al., 2005; Fontanot et al., 2009).
The mass scale of quenching on Figure 2.6 indicates that the most massive
galaxies are formed at earlier epochs and evolve faster than the less massive
populations at lower redshift.

According to the best-fit stellar masses obtained with a bottom-lighter
variable IMF (Figure 2.4), the stellar mass function for star-forming galaxies
is shifted towards the lower stellar mass with respect to the quiescent which
stays unaffected (individual mass functions are shown in Appendix 2.10).
Therefore, the passive galaxy population becomes more abundant for the
most massive galaxies at every redshift. As a result, the evolution of the
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Figure 2.6: The observed fraction of the quiescent galaxies as a function of stellar
mass defined as log(ΨQS/[ΨSF +ΨQS ]) for a stellar masses derived with a best-fit IMF
(left) and standard stellar masses form the COSMOS2020 catalog (right). The uncer-
tainties include Poisson error in star-forming and quiescent galaxy counts. Stellar mass
log(M) is limited according to completeness levels at different redshift for star-forming
and quiescent galaxies (Weaver et al., 2023). At every redshift, most massive galaxies
complete their evolution first, and lowest mass galaxies take the longest time to evolve.
The evolution from high to low mass end progresses smoothly with redshift. Overall, this
picture is consistent with the effect of downsizing. Notably, for the properties with the
best-fit IMF this effect appears consistently at all redshift bins – even at z > 1 – unlike
in some of the previous studies of stellar mass functions (see text for details). These
properties (left) show a systematically higher fraction of quiescent galaxies in the most
massive tail than inferred from the standard property set (right). This difference comes
from the differential change in the stellar mass, where the star-forming functions are
shifted towards lower masses, while the quiescent ones mostly remain unchanged (this
comparison is shown in Appendix 2.10).

quiescent mass scale is even more sharply consistent with mass downsizing
in comparison to standard photometric properties, similarly to results in
Steinhardt et al. (2022a).

The change in the quiescent galaxy fraction with redshift allows plac-
ing constraints on possible mechanisms of quenching. As shown in Stein-
hardt et al. (2022a), there appears to be a characteristic mass at every
redshift, above which majority of the galaxies have stopped forming stars.
This characteristic mass monotonically increases with redshift, consistent
with downsizing. This behaviour is consistent with running out of cold
molecular gas or some universal feedback mechanism and ability to cool
it or, more broadly, with the framework of “mass quenching” (Peng et al.,
2010). Some possible quenching mechanisms include morphological quench-
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ing, AGN feedback or cosmological starvation (Man & Belli, 2018).

Galaxy Population Diagram

This section shows a relation between the sSFR, or inverse galaxy growth
timescale, and the temperature of the star-forming gas derived from the
IMF constraints. It appears that main-sequence galaxies experience a de-
cline in the efficiency of converting their gas into stars towards lower red-
shift from molecular gas studies (Magdis et al., 2021) or, more generally,
from abundance matching (Finkelstein et al., 2015b). Similarly, there is a
monotonic decrease in sSFR of main-sequence galaxies from photometric
properties (Peng et al., 2010; Speagle et al., 2014). As seen from the SFMS
in this work (Figure 2.5), the IMF temperature is proportional to sSFR
for star-forming galaxies, but the relationship is likely different or breaks
completely for quiescent galaxies. Should this behaviour break or change
characteristically for any galaxies in our sample, this may signify a different
regime of star formation, as argued in Steinhardt et al. (2023b).

Figure 2.7 shows the relationship between sSFR and the IMF tempera-
ture in the sample at 0.2 < z < 2.0. As can be expected, the densest region
of the diagram is populated by galaxies on the main sequence. There IMF
temperature and sSFR appear to be coupled the strongest for these galaxies,
albeit spanning a small range of both properties. Likely, this is consistent
with the strong feedback mechanisms driving these galaxies on the SFMS.

The sSFR − TIMF coupling appears to break in two different ways for
the extreme tails in temperature and mass, which suggests characteristi-
cally distinct galaxy populations. The low temperature end with the most
massive objects is represented by the quiescent population. Finally, the
population at the high temperature has the shortest growth timescales,
lowest masses and thus is likely to be in the state of rapid star formation
and cooling onto the “typical” main sequence. Perhaps these properties sig-
nify three distinct modes of star formation, connected by galaxy evolution
tracks first from early rapid formation, then to the strongly-regulated main
sequence and, finally, quiescence. Possible physical processes defining these
modes are discussed in more detail in Steinhardt et al. (2023b).

In addition, Steinhardt et al. (2023b) suggest that the thermal evolution
on and off the star-forming main sequence may be independently linked to
the apparent morphological development of galaxies. The connection shows
that the cooling off the main sequence galaxies is possibly associated with
the transition from disc-like structures with a central bulge or a core to a
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more extended elliptical structure. The evolution is also apparent in the
change of photometric colors, from predominantly blue discs with red cores
to red ellipticals. Finally, the new, early stage of evolution appears to have
blue compact cores as their morphological counterparts at all redshifts,
which could be progenitors of the future disc-like galaxies with a predom-
inatly quiescent core, similarly to the morphologically-driven evolution in
Abramson et al. (2014).

Notably, sSFR = 10−8 yr−1 is a common upper limit set by star forma-
tion rate in SED templates in different fitting codes. Greater sSFR are not
allowed to avoid degeneracy between the star formation history and dust
in solutions. Therefore, the real gradient at the high temperature tail may
be steeper than observed here. The true slope is going to constrain the po-
tential physical mechanism driving the evolution of this galaxy population.

On the other end, the quiescent population appears to be limited from
the bottom at around TIMF ≈ 20K, which is either real or limited by
the sensitivity of the photometric procedure to the weak UV signal. The
20 K limit is in agreement with the local molecular gas measurements in
the Milky Way (Schnee et al., 2008). The Galaxy is likely on the way
down in the quiescent branch at low temperature and at sSFR ∼ 10−11

yr−1 (Licquia & Newman, 2015) on Figure 2.7. Therefore, this suggests
that the sharp cut at the low temperature and at least down to the MW
sSFR is real. Nevertheless, the technique employed here cannot recover
temperatures lower than 20−25 K, as shown using mock galaxies in Sneppen
et al. (2022). Therefore, the method here is not capable of recovering those
IMF that have bottom-heavier shapes than in the MW, as reported for
stellar systems with old stars in Conroy & van Dokkum (2012); van Dokkum
& Conroy (2012); Geha et al. (2013); Mart́ın-Navarro et al. (2015); Conroy
et al. (2017); van Dokkum et al. (2017a); Hallakoun & Maoz (2021).

2.5 Interpretation as a Morphological
Sequence

This section is included in the Chapter during the writing of the thesis. It

shows relevant results of morphological analysis of the COSMOS galaxies from

Steinhardt et al. (2023b). It includes Section 4.1 “Core-forming Galaxies and

Blue Nuggets” and Figures 3, 4 (with minor changes) from that publication,

which were composed by the author of the thesis.
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Figure 2.7: Diagram of sSFR as a function of IMF temperature TIMF for several
redshift windows in the COSMOS2020 (top row; provided here) and COSMOS2015 sur-
veys (bottom; from Sneppen et al., 2022). The bins are colored by median stellar mass
log(M). The black contours show the sample density for reference. Bins with ≥ 10 sam-
ples are filled, while the bins with 1− 9 samples are shown as scatter. The gray-shaded
area shows the range where the temperatures cannot be recovered. The densest regions
are populated with the typical main-sequence galaxies, which appear to be driven by the
coupling of sSFR and IMF temperature. The two tails with characteristically different
sSFR−TIMF relationships from the typical main sequence appear to be quiescent (low
TIMF ) and active (high TIMF ). These distinct galaxy regions show a smooth gradient of
stellar mass, which together with the declining sSFR and TIMF suggests a clear evolu-
tionary sequence. The sample shown at the top excludes outliers resulting from spurious
SED fits (see Appendix 2.9). According to the synthetic tests performed in Sneppen
et al. (2022), the best-fit IMF properties cannot be trusted at TIMF ≲ 20 K. Therefore,
sub-samples at TIMF ≈ 10−20 K that are present in most panels here cannot be trusted.

It is found here that the morphological properties of galaxies complement
the galaxy-wide physical properties from SED fitting. For example, visual
inspection of the images of the brightest candidates (in F814W and F160W
HST ACS/WFC3 bands6) selected from each of the three groups on the
sSFR − TIMF diagram at the same redshift shows distinct morphological
and colour properties (Figure 2.8). The most top-heavy IMF and high-
sSFR objects (top panel) have smaller spatial extent, irregular or disc-
like shape and are predominantly blue. On the other end, the quiescent
sample (bottom panel) has distinct elliptical morphology, large sizes and
red colours. The typical MS galaxies appear to be in between with a range
of morphologies, some of which have developed structure with spiral arms
and bulges, and a red-blue colour gradient at increasing radius.

A more detailed analysis is shown in Figure 2.9. The images of galaxies
are modelled with a single-component Sérsic profile in the F814W band,

6Observations are preformed and reduced as part of the COSMOS HST Treasury
project
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Figure 2.8: Hubble observations in the F814W (ACS) and F160W (WFC3) filters
for core-forming (top), typical star-forming (middle), and quiescent (bottom) galaxies
randomly selected from the highest S/N objects from the COSMOS2015 survey at z ∼
0.8.

which is then used to colour the sSFR− TIMF diagram by Sérsic indices n
and radii containing 80, 50 and 20% of model flux (R80, R50, R20). Based
on this information, several behaviours are apparent from the figure: (1)
most high-sSFR systems are dominated by an irregular or a disc+bulge
structure (n ∼ 1), while the quiescent ones have a compact luminous bulge
(n ∼ 4); (2) R80 and R50 show that the high-TIMF objects have the smallest
overall profiles, in contrast to large elliptical galaxies. The correlation of
morphological profiles with the physical properties at z ∼ 0.8 suggests that
the sSFR− TIMF diagram represents an evolutionary sequence.

The core-forming galaxies bear strong resemblance to a population
dubbed “blue nuggets”7 most frequently found at 1 < z < 2 (Huertas-
Company et al., 2018; Lapiner et al., 2023). They have similarly high
sSFR, which places them at the top of the star-forming main sequence,
small stellar masses, young stars, little dust obscuration and compact
morphologies, as seen in data (Cardamone et al., 2009; Huertas-Company
et al., 2018) and simulations (Zolotov et al., 2015; Tacchella et al., 2016b,a;
Lapiner et al., 2023). The increased abundance of core-forming galaxies
towards 1 < z < 2 also supports this comparison. The best-fit Sérsic
indices of the core-forming galaxies indicate that they are predominantly
smaller versions of the typical star-forming galaxies, consistent with a
disc-like or irregular structure with the index of n ∼ 1 (Fig. 2.9), and have
concentration (C = 5 log (R80/R20), Bershady et al., 2000) comparable or

7It is likely to be mixed with another group of galaxies called “green peas” at 0.1 <
z < 0.4 (Cardamone et al., 2009). Their physical properties appear to be the same, but
their identification as distinct galaxies is based on their strong nebular emission observed
in the SDSS r-band.
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slightly higher than the typical main-sequence galaxies.

Figure 2.9: Density plots showing the best-fit Sérsic profile properties made with Hubble
WFC3 observations in the F814W filter for galaxies at 0.8 < z < 0.9 (i.e. ∼ 0.44 µm
in the rest-frame). The panels show median quantities in each TSF-sSFR bin (left to
right): the best-fit Sérsic index; the calculated aperture radius containing 20% of light,
R20, using definitions from Miller et al. (2019); the best-fit effective radius, R50; and the
calculated aperture radius containing 80% of light, R80. Bins with fewer than 5 data
points are shown as dots.

2.6 Evolutionary Interpretation

This section is included in the Chapter during the writing of the thesis. It

shows relevant results of morphological analysis of the COSMOS galaxies from

Steinhardt et al. (2023b). It includes Figure 2 from that publication, which

was produced by the author of the thesis.

The sSFR−TIMF diagram (Fig. 2.7) can be assigned an evolutionary inter-
pretation. As it separates not only active and passive populations but also
differentiates between different star-forming galaxies, it may be possible to
track the change of physical properties associated with the location in this
property space. Indeed, Figure 2.10 shows that the most top-heavy IMF
objects are more commonly found at higher redshift, in contrast to the pas-
sive population. They also appear to be in the low-value tail of the stellar
mass and age distributions, as well as have distinct overall size, morphol-
ogy and (apparent from images) bluer colours. Overall, it appears that the
smooth change in these properties (age, mass, redshift) is correlated with
the IMF and sSFR, as shown by the black arrows. Therefore, it suggests
that the changes along the black arrows indicate an evolutionary sequence.
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One possible cause for the young galaxy population to have a top-heavy
IMF can be high volume density of the gas that allows for cooling times
that are shorter than the time required to develop stellar feedback from
massive stars, as suggested by Dekel et al. (2023) for high-redshift galaxies
with large luminosity. However, it is unclear if such conditions could be
met, as based on the Sérsic profiles, these galaxies do not appear to have
high stellar mass surface density, as for example starburst galaxies in Barro
et al. (2017).

Figure 2.10: The sSFR − TIMF diagram for COSMOS2015 galaxies at 0.7 < z < 1.8
showing bins with at least 10 data points. Panels are coloured by the median (left) red-
shift; (top-right) stellar mass; and (bottom-right) age of the stellar population. Moving
from top-right to bottom left, galaxies become more massive, with older stellar popu-
lations, and are more commonly observed at later times. Although no morphological
information was used to produce the diagram, this is also a morphological sequence (see
also Figure 2.8). The dashed region in the left panel indicates that the IMF cannot be
recovered at TSF ≲ 25 K (Sneppen et al., 2022).

2.7 Discussion

The analysis here shows that the new properties show a clear picture of
mass-dependent assembly of galaxies in terms of the stellar mass functions
and provide new valuable insights into the star-forming processes along and
“around” the star-forming main sequence. It is shown that the gas temper-
ature derived from the best-fit IMF adds a new dimension to investigate
efficiency of star formation and possibly dissect galaxy evolution into dif-
ferent stages. This is supported by the recent work that finds a connection
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between IMF-selected galaxies and their morphologies (Steinhardt et al.,
2023b) and suggests a possible interpretation in which galaxies evolve from
blue compact cores, through disc formation around the evolved core to el-
liptical extended structures.

This section emphasises a possible bias introduced by assuming a uni-
versal IMF based on the Milky Way, as well as the recently published issues
with even averaging observations of different parts of individual galaxies.
It finally discusses implications for the problem of the “impossibly early
galaxies”, which becomes relevant here by assuming that the observed in-
crease in the temperature of the various parts of the ISM continues to high
redshift, so that the bias in the estimated mass of the stellar populations
becomes increasingly large.

The Milky Way Bias

Resolved observations in the local universe uncover the chemical and struc-
tural complexity of galaxies that translates into variations in their star
formation processes (Hodge, 1989; Gallart et al., 1996b). It has been found
that the cold ISM exists in a range of phases that are sensitive to the in-
ternal processes as well as the environment (Saintonge & Catinella, 2022).
The latter review shows that there are systematic variations in the amount
of molecular gas and the rate at which it is converted into stars across indi-
vidual galaxy populations. These differences in the cold phase of the ISM
are expected to produce different stellar populations resulting in different
feedback, which can build up to produce strong differences in stellar masses,
metallicities and other quantities over time. As a result, it is easy to intro-
duce systematic bias in inferred astrophysics by making strong assumptions
that neglect these differences.

Historically, the complexity in star-forming conditions has been dealt
with by assuming that the IMF derived in the MW is universal (eg., Kroupa,
2001; Franceschini et al., 2006; Arnouts et al., 2013), although some hints
of IMF variability have become available (Treu et al., 2010; Mart́ın-Navarro
et al., 2015; van Dokkum et al., 2017b). However, galaxy evolution over cos-
mic time has been shown to break even under different IMF measurements
made only in the Milky Way (Speagle et al., 2014).

Evidence from cold dust continuum emission and atomic gas measure-
ments (Valentino et al., 2020) suggests that molecular gas temperatures
at high redshift are unlikely to be the same as in the local universe. The
dust temperature from stacked measurements increases from 20 K at z = 0,
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equivalent of the MW gas temperature, to 40 K at z = 2.3 (Magnelli et al.,
2014) and to 50 K at z = 4 (Schreiber et al., 2018; Cortzen et al., 2020).
This is consistent with the evidence of increasing intensity of the radiation
field (Béthermin et al., 2015; Magdis et al., 2017) in earlier galaxies. Based
on theoretical work, temperature changes in the star-forming gas should be
sensitive for the mass scale of the stellar population (Jeans, 1902; Low &
Lynden-Bell, 1976; Larson, 1998, 2005) and modify the shape of the IMF
(Jermyn et al., 2018).

Therefore, it is necessary to relax the assumption of the local IMF
at least for non-local galaxies to reflect the expected changes in the star-
forming conditions. Previous studies of Hα equivalent width (Gunaward-
hana et al., 2011; Nanayakkara et al., 2017; and references therein) indi-
cated that galaxies at z ∼ 0.35 and z ∼ 2 have flatter high-mass IMF slopes,
which likely evolve with redshift. Besides, Zhang et al. (2018) find a more
direct indication of a top-heavy IMF in starburst galaxies at 2 < z < 3
from 13C/18O lines. Based on the photometric constraints obtained in this
work and previously in Sneppen et al. (2022), the IMF at 0 < z < 2 is
systematically different in star-forming galaxies and is likely to change as
the CMB temperature increases at higher redshift and due to a complex
interplay of various feedback processes. Consequently, the stellar masses of
typical star-forming galaxies appear overestimated by up to 1.0 dex in the
most extreme cases (Figure 2.4). As a result, the interpretation of such key
processes in galaxy evolution as quenching becomes more pronounced - it
is more consistent with the effect of downsizing (see § 2.4). In addition, the
IMF-derived temperature of star-forming gas hints at an early and hot stage
of galaxy evolution (Steinhardt et al., 2023b), as well as provides insights
into the star-forming main sequence (see § 2.4).

When it is not possible to constrain an IMF, which is the case for most
current observations outside the COSMOS field, it is instead necessary to
assert a physically motivated IMF, because using the 20 K local IMF can
break the inferred galaxy properties in the different ways addressed in this
work in § 2.4–2.4. The assumption should be based on the CMB temper-
ature at the relevant redshift regime8 and the latest understanding of the
ISM temperature. While there is no complete theory of the feedback-driven
gas temperature in galaxies, it is possible that the temperature measure-
ments of dust continuum or [C I] gas line ratio in specific galaxies or galaxy

8It is worth noting that the IMF-derived temperature theoretically corresponds to the
temperature in the star-forming clouds of the photometrically-constrained stellar popu-
lation. Thus, for the quiescent population this temperature is offset from the observation
by the time when the last stellar population formed.
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populations can be used as a proxy (more on this strategy in § 2.7).

Finally, the observations of galaxy populations throughout the cosmic
time suggest that even if there is a most-likely universal IMF, it likely does
not look like the MW IMF. The most typical observed galaxy at the cur-
rently sampled redshifts is on the star-forming main sequence. However,
our Galaxy with sSFR ∼ 10−11 yr−1 (Licquia & Newman, 2015) is consis-
tent with being quiescent. Besides, the existing empirical IMFs probe only
small selected regions in the MW, which are not guaranteed to represent the
average conditions in the Galaxy. Thus, if it is possible to fix an IMF in a
random photometric-template fitting experiment, the local IMF is unlikely
to be the preferred option.

Monolithic Galaxy Bias

Assuming that the diversity of gas temperatures and compositions can be
solved for, the other key approximation is that of galaxies as point sources.
The structural extent and large crowding of stars is neglected in spatially
unresolved studies. So it is possible that the integrated light can be biased
towards the brightest stars. In this case, the old stellar populations may be
outshined by luminous young O and B-type stars in star-forming galaxies.
Besides, galaxies can have different morphology, from compact cores to
complex spiral arms with bars and ellipticals, where, depending on relative
locations of different stellar populations, each probably results in a different
bias.

Recent studies comparing spatially-resolved and integrated photomet-
ric observations discover relative bias in recovered stellar populations.
Giménez-Arteaga et al. (2023) show that for five compact early galaxies
at 5 < z < 9 this leads to their masses being underestimated by a factor
of up to 1.0 dex. It is found that the young stars born in the central
compact region dominate the integrated photometry over the older stars.
Sorba & Sawicki (2015, 2018) showed similar results, with up to 80% of
the spatially-resolved stellar mass missing from their integrated analysis at
0.25 < z < 2.50.

As most extragalactic observations lack spatial resolution, it is key to
quantify the reported bias and factor it into physical properties of galaxy
ensembles. This effect is likely to be the strongest for the most actively
star-forming galaxies with blue colors and especially young starbursts. It is
also likely that it is easier to “conceal” the stellar mass in the more compact
structures. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate this effect for dusty star-
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forming galaxies, galaxies with different sSFR and various morphologies at
different epochs. The empirical correction for stellar mass has been derived
by Sorba & Sawicki (2018) for galaxies at 0.25 < z < 2.50 based on the
sSFR. The work reported the strongest bias at increasing redshift and high
sSFR, but has not investigated the connection to galaxy morphology.

The effect of the combination of the temperature-dependent or else
physically-motivated IMF with the integrated photometry bias will perhaps
depend on the bottom-lightness of the IMF and the total galaxy luminosity
at which the photometry is dominated by the youngest O and B-type stars.
Calculating the total systematic effect is necessary to properly compare the
observed physical properties of galaxies with the cosmological predictions.

Finally, the photometric decomposition of main-sequence galaxies into
discs and buldges or central cores in Abramson et al. (2014) demonstrates
that morphological properties of galaxies may be used to further dissect
galaxy evolution into its fundamental constituents. It was shown that the
SFMS may be reconstructed with the star-forming galaxy discs alone. Such
interpretation would be consistent with the picture of galaxy evolution here
and in Steinhardt et al. (2023b), where the core-forming galaxies may be
progenitors of the main sequence discs (see § 2.4).

Temperature Proxies for IMF

In this work it was possible to constrain the IMF only for the ∼ 10%
of COSMOS2020 catalog with the widest wavelength coverage and high-
est S/N, leaving most of the observations unused. The unused part of
the sample demonstrated strong covariances between IMF and other model
parameters. Therefore, additional information in terms of extending the
wavelength coverage, probing deeper photometry or setting a prior IMF is
required to make use of the available data.

In the framework of finding best-fit model photometry it is common to
impose a magnitude-based prior to zoom in on a physically motivated part
of the parameter space, which would otherwise suffer from statistical degen-
eracies (Brammer et al., 2008). Similar approach is commonly performed
with the IMF when the MW prior is used. If there are indications that
the ISM changes at higher redshift can drive the changes in mass scale of
stellar populations, a prior on the IMF should be set correspondingly to the
relevant physical regime.

For setting the IMF, it is necessary to determine the gas temperature in
the relevant redshift regime. It is thought that multiple feedback processes
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may be responsible for setting the temperature of the star-forming gas in
the galaxy (Papadopoulos, 2010). However, currently there is no preferred
method for predicting this temperature in a galaxy. Therefore, it is only
possible to determine the minimum CMB temperature with certainty. As
it is demonstrated in Steinhardt et al. (2023a), the starting point can be
setting the IMF based on the redshift regime, which corresponds to an
approximate CMB temperature band. Although not ideal, this method
should almost certainly be more accurate than the assumption of the local
IMF.

In absence of theoretical models for determining the gas temperatures
at redshift z > 2, it may be possible to use the temperature of the cold dust
component as a proxy. The possible correlation between excitation temper-
ature of the gas and cool dust in galaxies on the main sequence (Valentino
et al., 2020) may be used as prior temperature for IMF. Thus, at redshifts
2 < z < 6 where the CMB is below the local MW temperature, such proxy
for an IMF could be tested for galaxies on the main sequence. However,
as discussed in § 2.4, different feedback processes are likely responsible for
galaxies not on the main sequence, such as the starbursts or quiescent galax-
ies. Therefore, it is not guaranteed that the same temperature correlations
can be expected in those galaxies.

A clear example when it is necessary to use prior temperature knowl-
edge are early galaxies found with the James Webb Space Telescope. Their
redshift regime (z > 10) corresponds to the most extreme star-forming con-
ditions compared to the nearby galaxies, where even the CMB temperature
places the lower temperature limit to over 30 K. Therefore, the local IMF
assumption (equivalent to 20 K) is physically implausible in these galaxies.
However, it is likely not possible to constrain the IMF due to insufficient
photometric band coverage in the early observations. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to ensure that the IMF shape meets the minimum temperature re-
quirement set by the CMB. Alternatively, the masses can be overestimated
by as much as 0.4 − 1.0 dex (Steinhardt et al., 2023a).

Impossibly Early Galaxies

In the previous decade, it became possible to test the predictions of the hi-
erarchical assembly of the early galaxies with the advent of such surveys as
Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CAN-
DELS; Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011) and Spitzer Large Area
Survey with Hyper-Suprime-Cam (SPLASH) that allowed observations of
sizeable samples of galaxies at 4 < z < 8. Davidzon et al. (2017) and
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Steinhardt et al. (2016), among others, reported a sharp problem where the
observed stellar mass growth is more efficient than allowed in the current
cosmological model at high redshift. It was found that by converting the
photometrically-derived stellar masses to halo masses based on local mea-
surements or by matching galaxies luminosities to the available dark matter
halos, the inferred halo masses exceeded the theoretical predictions by as
much as ∼ 0.8 dex at z = 10 (Steinhardt et al., 2016). Similarly, the stellar
mass functions appeared to outgrow the halo masses at z > 3.5 (Davidzon
et al., 2017).

More recently, the disagreement between theory and observations has
been extended even to higher redshift of z > 8 with some early JWST
observations (eg., Labbé et al., 2023). It has been shown that these mas-
sive galaxies have outgrown their dark matter halos several times (Boylan-
Kolchin, 2023) making it critical that either the Lambda Cold Dark Matter
model (Planck Collaboration et al., 2020) is incorrect or the interpretation
of observations has a fault. Further studies have either not found the same
disagreement (Adams et al., 2023b; McCaffrey et al., 2023) or have resolved
it by reducing its statistical significance (Chen et al., 2023) and by using a
top-heavier IMF (Harikane et al., 2023; Yung et al., 2023).

It is possible that the increasing disagreement at higher redshift is propa-
gated by the assumptions of the physics of star formation at low redshift. In
this case, possibly the analysis of stellar populations at increasingly higher
redshift in Davidzon et al. (2017); Labbé et al. (2023) and other work shows
a progressively greater bias due to the bottom-heavy IMF. As it is argued in
§ 2.7, the conditions for star formation are expected to become increasingly
different from the local universe in the regimes of higher CMB tempera-
ture and correspondingly higher stellar radiation and cosmic ray feedback
at high redshift. If that is the case, the mass of the stellar populations in
the early galaxies has been overestimated.

Although it is not yet possible to constrain an IMF at high redshift due
to the lack of wide photometric information or a large ensemble of rest-frame
UV and optical galaxy spectra, this work attempts to demonstrate the effect
at lower redshift regime where the survey data are more abundant. It is
found that stellar masses even in this already cosmologically “cold” regime
at 0 < z < 2 decrease by up to 0.6 dex with the best-fit IMF, with similar
results shown in Sneppen et al. (2022) in COSMOS2015 galaxies.

With the constraints demonstrated at low redshift, it has been possible
to make rough predictions of the IMF at much higher redshift regimes which
can place the interpreted stellar masses of galaxies back in agreement with
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the cosmological predictions. Steinhardt et al. (2023a) showed that by
assuming that the temperature of the star-forming gas and respective IMF
is set only by the CMB, the stellar mass estimates at z > 8 can be placed
well within the cosmologically allowed regime. Although at z ∼ 10 the CMB
temperature (∼ 30 K) becomes substantially higher than in the Milky Way
(∼ 20 K), it is likely that the various feedback processes associated with the
star formation and supernovae can set this temperature even higher leading
to much lower estimates of the total stellar masses.

Finally, several assumptions have been made commonly to produce es-
timates of total galaxy masses at all redshifts, including the local IMF, the
specific stellar baryon fraction from abundance matching and the stellar to
halo mass fraction. It is argued here that the first assumption is one of the
most counter-intuitive based on the expected temperature changes in the
early galaxies. If the change in estimated stellar masses from lower redshift
IMF constraints is extrapolated to higher redshift, it can be sufficient to
reconcile tension with the theoretical predictions of halo masses. However,
the fate of the stellar mass crisis will only be clearer after also incorporating
the bias from spatially non-resolved stellar populations (Giménez-Arteaga
et al., 2023). Among other assumptions, the stellar-to-halo mass conversion
is also tied to the local measurements which do not have to hold at high
redshifts and thus also have to be tested.

2.8 Conclusion

In summary, this work presents new physical properties of ∼ 105 well-
measured COSMOS2020 galaxies at 0 < z < 2 for which it is most likely
to constrain an IMF (Sneppen et al., 2022). It is found that the galaxies
are best fitted with a continuum of IMFs. Most of these IMFs are bottom-
lighter than measured in the Milky Way. As a result, stellar mass and
star formation rate estimates change significantly. The decrease in M⋆ and
SFR of stellar populations is indicative of the increasing gas temperature
in molecular clouds at higher redshift, by construction of the IMF employed
here. Consequently, this work also derives the IMF parameter as a measure
of the IMF shape and the gas temperature, in theory. Below is a list of the
main features and some of the most interesting general implications of this
catalog to galaxy evolution identified so far.

• Change in SFR and M⋆ properties. From the perspective of the
temperature-dependent IMF, stellar masses and star formation rates
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of star-forming galaxies reported in the standard COSMOS2020 cat-
alog up to z < 2 are overestimated by factors of ∼ 1.6 − 3.5 and
2.5 − 70.0, respectively.

• IMF shape as a probe of gas temperature. The changes in physical
properties correspond to the overall increase in the temperature of a
star-forming gas as a function of redshift inferred form the IMF. The
theoretical interpretation of the IMF shape as the gas temperature
probe agrees with the evidence of increasing dust and gas temperature
with redshift (Valentino et al., 2020; Magdis et al., 2017; Magnelli
et al., 2014). The properties of quiescent galaxies exhibit only a small
change towards z ∼ 2, which is consistent with the measurements of
dust temperature for quiescent galaxies in Magdis et al. (2021).

• Sharp downsizing effect. The fraction of quiescent galaxies as a func-
tion of stellar mass appears to be consistent with the effect of down-
sizing (Juneau et al., 2005; Cowie et al., 1996). The change in stellar
masses with the best-fit IMF is differential, such that the star-forming
stellar mass functions are shifted towards the lower stellar mass, while
the masses of the quiescent galaxies mostly remain unchanged. As a
result, there is a larger fraction of high-stellar mass passive galaxies at
every studied redshift, which is more sharply consistent with the effect
of mass downsizing in comparison with the standard set of properties.

• The SFR − M⋆ − TIMF relation. The best-fit IMF parameter pro-
vides new insights about gas temperature on the SFMS and around
it. There is a clear positive gradient of IMF temperatures with sSFR
on the main sequence. In turn, quiescent galaxies have the lowest
temperature at all redshifts. Additionally, the galaxies with the high-
est temperatures and lowest stellar masses appear to have a rela-
tionship with the IMF temperature distinct from that of the typical
star-forming galaxies.

• The sSFR− TIMF relation. Main-sequence galaxies exhibit a strong
sSFR − TIMF coupling. However, there appear to be two groups
of galaxies for which this relation breaks. The first tail at low tem-
perature corresponds to quiescent galaxies, while the tail at the high
temperature is populated with the lowest-mass active galaxies. Based
on the likely compact morphologies (Steinhardt et al., 2023b), it has
been proposed that the last group is in the early phase of galactic
evolution that is distinct from typical galaxies on the SFMS.
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This work releases the new catalog and the photometric templates used
here for public access.

2.9 Appendix A. Quality cuts & outliers

The best-fit SED templates of some samples converged around several very
specific parts of the parameter space. They appear in a grid-like pattern
shown in Figure 2.11 as a vertical stripe at the temperature 47 − 48 K
and a horizontal stripe at −12.5 < sSFR < −11.5 yr−1. In addition,
most objects at 18-20 K were part of the outliers as spurious fits with
narrow chi-square solutions. Most of these fits appeared to have the IMF
constraint degenerate with the star formation history. In comparison, the
sample of COSMOS2015 objects with variable IMF had a smaller number
of apparently similar outliers, although in a different part of the parameter
space (cf. Steinhardt et al., 2022a).

These samples were removed from the results demonstrated in this work
using the following selection criteria. They appeared to have distinct mass-
to-light ratios M/LV for their specific star formation rates SFR/M⋆, as
well as unusually narrow width of the chi-squared solutions σT . Thus, the
following criteria were used to cut the solutions corresponding to: horizontal
outliers with log10(SFR/M⋆) < −11.5 & M/LV < 0.9 M⊙/L⊙; vertical
outliers with 46 < TIMF < 49 & M/LV > 0.3. These criteria were not
optimal, as some viable solutions were cut as a result and some outliers
remained in the sample.

Given that this catalog cuts the original data after several selections,
and identifies outliers in the best-fit results, it is important to cross-check
the data consistency at every stage. Figure 2.12 shows the distributions of
KS magnitude after each of the following selections (the sizes of the data
sets are given in brackets):

• Cut 1 (418,000): “ultradeep” stripes of the UltraVISTA photometry.
Removing the sources that were biased by the bright neighbors, ap-
peared at the image boundaries, were saturated or failed at execution,
as flagged by SExtractor. The selection reduced the survey area from
∼ 3.4 to 0.9 deg2.

• Cut 2 (243,774): valid IMF solutions, as defined by chi-squared values
in the sampled temperature range 10 < T < 60 K.
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Figure 2.11: Diagram of sSFR as a function of temperature for galaxies at 0.2 < z <
2.0. The grid-like pattern with the vertical stripe at the temperature 47− 48 K and the
horizontal stripe at −12.5 < sSFR < −11.5 yr−1 was flagged as outliers. They likely
originate due to the highest-mass IMF break being covariant with the star formation
history.

• Cut 3 (189,332): removing solutions flagged as “outlier” (appeared as
a grid in Figure 2.11), based on the mass-to-light ratio cuts described
above.

• (Optional) Cut 4 (73,573): this sample includes only the solutions
where the uncertainty could be estimated based on the chi-squared
metric using the minimum variance bound estimator. This sample
was used to demonstrate most results in this work and is optional.
The histograms in Figure 2.12 show that this cut removes a fraction
of faint sources.

The histograms of the KS magnitude do not differ significantly and thus
indicate that there are no major biases introduced by the selections made
in the data. However, the last cut is not advised, as it appears to remove a
fraction of KS-faint source.

2.10 Appendix B. Changes in Stellar Mass
Functions

This appendix shows the differences between the stellar mas functions of
active and passive galaxies computed using the standard stellar masses from
COSMOS2020 and the masses from the value-added catalog with the best-
fit IMFs. These functions are plotted in Figure 2.13 for star-forming (top
row) and quiescent (bottom row) galaxies separately.
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Figure 2.12: Distributions showing KS magnitude number histogram (left) and density
(right) of the data set after each selection or quality cut. The sizes of the data set are
indicated in the brackets. The magnitude observable is used to cross-check that the
selections do not introduce significant bias in the data.

2.11 Appendix C. Catalog Table

This appendix contains Table 2.3 that demonstrates contents of the value-
added catalog that is produced as a result of this work.
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Table 2.3: Description of the column labels in the value-added catalog. Rows 1-3: ID and the sky
coordinates are taken from the COSMOS2020 CLASSIC catalog. Rows 4-55: standard EAZY-generated
best-fit output. Rows 56-59: best-fit IMF temperature (i.e., bottom-lightness of the Kroupa IMF) with
its uncertainties and outlier flags.

Num Label Unit Description
1 ID — COSMOS2020 CLASSIC catalogue ID
2 ALPHA J2000 deg Right ascension (J2000)
3 DELTA J2000 deg Declination (J2000)
4 z phot — EAZY maximum likelihood photo-z
5 z phot chi2 — chi-squared at z phot
6 z phot risk — risk parameter (Tanaka et al., 2018) at z phot
7 z min risk — z phot where risk parameter z phot risk is minimised
8 min risk — risk at z min risk
9 z raw chi2 — photo-z where z phot chi2 is minimised, without priors
10 raw chi2 — chi-squared at z raw chi2
11 zxxx⋆ — percentiles of photo-z
12 nusefilt — number of filters used for photo-z
13 lc min 0.1nm minimum effective wavelength of valid filters
14 lc max 0.1nm maximum effective wavelength of valid filters
15 restU µJy rest-frame U-band flux density
16 restU err µJy rest-frame U-band flux density uncertainty
17 restB µJy rest-frame B-band flux density
18 restB err µJy rest-frame B-band flux density uncertainty
19 restV µJy rest-frame V-band flux density
20 restV err µJy rest-frame V-band flux density uncertainty
21 restJ µJy rest-frame J-band flux density
22 restJ err µJy rest-frame J-band flux density uncertainty
23 dL [Mpc] log10 luminosity distance at z phot
24 mass [M⊙] log10 Mstar

25 sfr [M⊙ yr−1] log10 SFR
26 ssfr [yr−1] log10 sSFR
27 Lv [L⊙] log10 L (V-band)
28 LIR [L⊙] log10 L (8-1000 µm)
29 energy abs [L⊙] log10 Eabsorbed associated with AV

30 Lu [L⊙] log10 L (U band)
31 Lj [L⊙] log10 L (J band)
32 L1400 [L⊙] log10 L in 200 Å-wide top-hat filter (at 1400 Å)
33 L2800 [L⊙] log10 L in 200 Å-wide top-hat filter (at 2800 Å)
34 LHa [L⊙] log10 L(Hα)
35 LOIII [L⊙] log10 L(O III)
36 LHb [L⊙] log10 L(Hβ)
37 LOII [L⊙] log10 L(O II)
38 MLv M⊙ L−1

⊙ mass-to-light ratio (V band)

39 Av mag extinction (V band)
40 lwAgeV Gyr light-weighted age (V band)
41 mass pxxx⋆ [M⊙] percentiles of log10 Mstar

42 sfr pxxx⋆ [M⊙ yr−1] percentiles of log10 SFR
43 Lv pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L (V band)
44 LIR pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L (8-1000 µm)
45 energy abs pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 Eabsorbed associated with AV

46 Lu pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L (U band)
47 Lj pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L (J band)
48 L1400 pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L in 200 Å-wide top-hat filter (at 1400 Å)
49 L2800 pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L in 200 Å-wide top-hat filter (at 2800 Å)
50 LHa pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L(Hα)
51 LOIII pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L(O III)
52 LHb pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L(Hβ)
53 LOII pxxx⋆ [L⊙] percentiles of log10 L(O II)
54 ssfr pxxx⋆ [yr−1] percentiles of log10 sSFR
55 Av pxxx⋆ mag percentiles of extinction (V band)
56 t imf K TIMF , maximum-likelihood temperature of Kroupa IMF (Jermyn et al., 2018)
57 t imf siglo K Tσ− , uncertainty in best-fit temperature of Kroupa IMF

58 t imf sigup K Tσ+ , uncertainty in best-fit temperature of Kroupa IMF

59 outlier — bad local solutions that appear as a grid of TIMF and sSFR (see § 2.9)
1 xxx is one of [025, 160, 500, 840, 975] percentiles, i.e. [2.5%, 16%, 50%, 84%, 97.5%], of a PDF of a quantity.

Note—Table 2.3 is published in its entirety in the machine-readable format and made available
online. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
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Figure 2.13: Stellar mass functions for star-forming (top) and quiescent (bottom)
galaxies at different redshift windows in 0.2 < z < 2.0. The standard stellar mass has
been converted from Chabrier to Kroupa IMF to match the properties in the value-
addded catalog. Most masses of active galaxies have been shifted towards lower values
as a result of using the best-fit IMF. On the other hand, the masses of the passive galaxies
remain similar to the properties with the Milky Way IMF. This differential change in
stellar mass results in a systematic change of the quiescent galaxy fraction as a function
of the mass, which implies a sharper effect of mass downsizing (see Figure 2.6).
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Abstract

The quasar SDSS 0956+5128 exhibits three distinct velocity components
with large offsets in emission: the systemic velocity of [O II], [O III] and
[Ne III] narrow lines have redshift z = 0.7142; broad Mg II line is shifted by
−1200 km s−1 with respect to the narrow lines; broad Hα, Hβ lines are at
−4100 km s−1. We present new Hubble Space Telescope spectra of Lyα and
C IV emission lines and high-resolution images of the quasar. The offsets of
these lines are consistent with the velocity component of the Balmer emis-
sion, and the photometry in optical and near-infrared wavelengths does not
show any signs of recent mergers in the host galaxy or irregularities in the
location of the quasar. The data do not confirm predictions of the previ-
ous most-likely hypotheses involving a special orientation and morphology
of the quasar disk, such as in the recoiling black hole scenario, neither it
is consistent with accretion disk winds. Instead, based on the cumulative
evidence, we propose a new scenario, in which the broad line region is in
the state of outflow caused by a strong shock wave, with a supernova as a
possible event for producing the shock ejecta.

3.1 Introduction

Although there initially appeared to be several subtypes of active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN) and quasars (QSO) (Antonucci, 1993), it has been be-
lieved for approximately three decades that nearly all observed AGN are
consistent with being similar objects observed from different lines of sight
(Urry & Padovani, 1995; Miller et al., 1991; Bailey et al., 1988; Lawrence
& Elvis, 1982; Antonucci & Miller, 1985; other references in Antonucci,
1993). One consequence is that all quasar spectra exhibit the same set of
significant spectral lines: (1) broad emission (or absorption) lines (BEL)
including C IV, Lyα, Hα, Hβ and Mg II, among others, with Doppler
widths of ∼ 104 km s−1 (Vanden Berk et al., 2001; Murray et al., 1995;
Wills et al., 1993), that are normally virialized (Shapovalova et al., 2001;
Dietrich et al., 1998; Korista et al., 1995); (2) narrow emission lines, in-
cluding [O III]λλ4959,5007, [Ne II]λ3869 and [O II]λ3727 with widths of
∼ 500 − 1000 km s−1; and (3) a wide range of possible narrow emission
or absorption lines from the host galaxy, with widths of < 500 km s−1.
These observations have led to a physical picture in which this emission
originates, respectively, from a broad-line region (BLR) ∼ 1 pc from the
central supermassive black hole, a narrow-line region (NLR) ∼ 103 pc away,
and the remainder of the host galaxy, which might extend to ∼ 104−105 pc
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out. Although inflows or outflows might skew the profiles of these lines (cf.
Strateva et al., 2003; Eracleous et al., 1995; Gaskell, 1982), they all emanate
from objects in the same host galaxy, and thus are likely centered at the
same Doppler velocity (equivalently, redshift) with respect to the observer.

However, a single quasar among the more than 105 quasars found in
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) appears to be entirely incompatible with
this model. SDSS J095632.49+512823.92 (hereafter, SDSS 0956+5128) ex-
hibits three distinct and non-typical features that in combination make this
object unique (Steinhardt et al., 2012) (hereafter, S12).

At first, there are three significantly different velocity components, cor-
responding to z = 0.714, z = 0.707, and z = 0.690. The narrow line
emission of [O II], [O III] and [Ne III] provides the systemic redshift of the
galaxy z = 0.714. The blueshift of broad Balmer emission lines and Mg II

from the host galaxy is ∼ 4100 and ∼ 1200 km s−1, respectively. It is
not surprising on its own to observe three components. For example, such
objects as I Zw 1 are known to exhibit more than two velocity systems
with blueshifts from the systemic redshift (Laor et al., 1997; Vestergaard
& Wilkes, 2001). However, unlike such quasars, the broad emission lines
in SDSS 0956+5128 are not double-peaked or strongly skewed (as in the
examples that were studied in detail in Eracleous et al., 1995; Tsalmantza
et al., 2011; Eracleous et al., 2012). They are symmetric and completely
offset and therefore appear to be consistent with some kind of physical offset
of the BLR, such as an outflow.

Only a handful of objects studied in outflows have been observed with
nearly as high offsets in Hβ, Hα and Mg II. In fact, offsets of the similar
magnitude have been found more often in higher-ionization lines, such as
Si IV, C IV or higher, and even so in the extreme tail of their offset distri-
bution, as shown by Yu et al. (2021) in SDSS DR7 (Shen et al., 2011) and
other quasar samples. The objects with symmetricaly-offset lines have been
studied in connection with the recoiling black holes (BH; Bonning et al.,
2007). In fact, no recoil candidates have been identified with the BLR ve-
locity as high as in the SDSS 0956+5128 which is almost twice the second
highest offset (Chiaberge et al., 2017).

In addition, the broad Mg II line, which is typically found to be consis-
tent with the systemic velocity (Shen et al., 2016; Hewett & Wild, 2010),
is offset by −1200 km s−1 from the host lines, and thus by +2900 km s−1

from Hα and Hβ. No other quasar spectra in the SDSS that have coverage
of Balmer lines and Mg II are known to exhibit a strong velocity offset be-
tween these lines in the BLR, including the candidates for BH recoils (eg.,
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Bonning et al., 2007). Indeed, such an offset between Mg II and hydro-
gen lines, which have similar ionization potentials, should not be possible
if both are emitted from nearby parts of the BLR.

It is worth noting that originally S12 reported that Hα and Hβ broad
lines are asymmetric, while Mg II is symmetric, contrary to the claim that
all lines are symmetric in this work. This is because there does not appear
to be a strong asymmetry indicative of different velocity components in the
Balmer lines. It may rather be attributed to the clumpy nature of the BLR
leading to a weak skew of the shapes of broad lines (Risaliti et al., 2005,
2002; references in Elitzur & Shlosman, 2006).

Several mechanisms or explanations were considered in S12 to describe
SDSS 0956+5128, but none seems capable of producing all of the observed
features. The ideas included multiple objects along the line of sight, accre-
tion disk winds, special morphological configurations or a recoiling black
hole. It is unclear which other known mechanism might be responsible for
the behavior observed in SDSS 0956+5128. However, one way to distinguish
between possible mechanisms is that different explanations make distinct
predictions for the velocities of higher-ionization lines.

To examine the applicability of different scenarios, additional observa-
tions of high-ionization lines, like C IV, are needed. Combining it with
the high-resolution photometry of the central region allows a test of these
hypotheses.

Here, new Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations of C IV and Lyα
lines and photometry of the central region of the host galaxy are presented
and analyzed. Based on these data, we attempt to distinguish between the
previously proposed mechanisms. As none of them appears to match these
observations, a new mechanism is proposed to explain SDSS 0956+5128.

New HST measurements of the previously unobserved C IV and Lyα
BELs in the UV spectrum (§ 3.2) and photometric observations of the host
galaxy at high resolution (§ 3.3) are presented in the following sections.
The broad UV lines are symmetric and appear to have the offset consistent
with the Balmer lines. No irregularities are seen in the photometry of the
central region of the galaxy. While the QSO is seen as spatially offset, it
is within 3σ resolution. § 3.4 reviews hypotheses that were previously pro-
posed to explain SDSS 0956+5128, such as a combination of the recoiling
BH scenario and a double-peaked emitter, and describes why it is a chal-
lenging problem. Instead, the cumulative evidence shows a peculiar velocity
pattern of the BLR consistent with a strong shock outflow from the central
region. Discussion of the observations and a new hypothesis along with
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final thoughts are presented in § 3.5.

This work adopts a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7,
and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 throughout.

3.2 HST Spectrum

The near ultraviolet (NUV) spectrum of SDSS 0956+5128 was recorded
with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) onboard the HST
(Proposal 15872; Steinhardt et al., 2019). The first order G230L long
slit grating was used allowing for spatially resolved spectroscopy with
0.025′′/pix (∼ 180 pc/pix at z = 0.7142) and low-to-medium spectral
resolution with R ∼ 500 − 1010 (translates to 600 − 300 km s−1 resolution
at short to long wavelengths) in the NUV. The HST pipeline CALSTIS
(Sohn, 2019) used to reduce the spectrum allowed the detection of C IV

and Lyα lines. The NUV spectrum allowed the detection of C IV and Lyα
lines.

The background in the spectrum was fitted with the exponential func-
tion in linear wavelength assuming that the continuum is dominated by the
quasar emission. The wavelength windows used for the fit (1290 − 1460,
1580−1810 Å) were expected to have little or no contamination from promi-
nent line emission or Fe II, Fe III pseudo-continuum described in Vester-
gaard & Wilkes (2001) and were similar to the clear quasar-continuum win-
dows in Francis et al. (1991). The slope of the model continuum was used
to validate the quasar nature of the spectrum. Calculated as Fν1/Fν2 =
(ν1/ν2)

β, it was found to be β = −1.18 ± 0.01, which loosely agrees with
the observed distribution of slopes of typical quasars, although in the redder
part (Davis et al., 2007). The model was used for the calculation as a cross-
check, as the observed spectrum did not cover the wavelengths normally
used above 1850Å.

The background-subtracted C IV and Lyα are shown in Figure 3.1.
The systemic Lyα line is best fit with a Gaussian component at z =
0.7135 ± 0.0003, at 2.3σ deviation from the systemic redshift measured
in S12. The line profile is strongly asymmetric, with the most likely contri-
bution from a blueshifted broad Lyα component. This component is best
fit at z = 0.6909±0.0026 with FWHM ∼ 11511±1781 km s−1. This profile
is consistent with the observations of Balmer lines in S12, where the nar-
row peaks are accompanied by the completely blue-shifted broad emission.
When considering other possible contributions to this blueshifted excess,
Si III λ1206.5 and O V λ1218 lines coincide with the profile at z = 0.707
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and z = 0.690, respectively (associated with two offsets identified in S12).
However, neither the expected narrow width of these lines, nor the expected
low flux can explain the strong broad excess that is best described by the
broad Lyα emission.

Additionally, there appears to be a broad excess of flux in the red wing
of the profile, which could not be caused by either Si III, O V, Fe II or Fe III

lines at any one of the involved redshifts. Including this component of the
profile improves the fit. However, the widths and positions of the broad
Lyα and the unknown component become less constrained, as reflected in
their uncertainties (see Table 3.1). The small bump at rest wavelength
1240 Å suggests that the unknown broad component may be the offset
N V emission. With this, the fit of the whole profile was produced with
χ2
ν = 0.77, where the suspected broad N V line had FWHM = 2907 ± 2862

km s−1 at z = 0.6914 ± 0.0051. There is however no distinct narrow N V

λ1240 component. The offset of the broad Lyα and N V components is at
1.4 and 3.2σ levels, respectively.

The redshift of C IV is measured at z = 0.6907± 0.0008 with χ2
ν = 0.69

per degree of freedom. Although due to low spectral resolution and spectral
purity the line appears to be strongly affected by the noise, it is above 4.2σ
noise level. The spectrum was resampled to improve its signal to noise
ratio. No other distinct emission or absorption features could be observed;
however, the line can usually be contaminated by some narrow features.

As the left wing of the profile at 1490 − 1520 Å (rest frame) could be
affected by the Fe II and Fe III and Si II at 1531 Å emission at the sys-
temic redshift (Vestergaard & Wilkes, 2001), the width of the C IV fit
was cross-checked by estimating the BH mass. The empirical mass esti-
mator from Dalla Bontà et al. (2020) for single epoch measurements yields
log(MBH/M⊙) = 8.80 ± 0.16, which is 1.0σ away from the Mg II-based
estimate of log(MBH/M⊙) = 8.65 from S12. The relations based on the
C IV line width are less well constrained than those made with the Hβ line
mainly due to the lack of observations in the UV. The literature on the
most commonly identified agreements and differences in the estimators has
been summarized in Dalla Bontà et al. (2020). Their empirical estimator
was calibrated against identified correlations in the residuals with the re-
verberation mapping measurements. In this specific case if the Fe emission
acted to decrease the width of the C IV profile, this would only make the
disagreement with other estimators worse. Therefore, the cross-check above
is used as the main argument for the broad C IV line producing dominant
contribution to the profile. It is concluded that the C IV profile is observed
as emission coming entirely from the BLR with the velocity offset. How-
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Figure 3.1: Lyα λ1215 and C IV λ1549 spectrum profiles. Vertical dotted lines indicate
the systemic redshift of line centroids. Lyα profile shows significant flux excess at ∼
2055 Å in the observed frame, fitted here as the offset broad Lyα emission. The excess
of flux in the long-wavelength tail is suggested to arise from the offset N V broad emission,
as there is a hint at the narrow N V λ1240 line, which is unresolved in this spectrum.
The spectrum is resampled to ∼ 3 Å per bin. C IV profile does not appear affected by
strong emission or absorption features when resampled to ∼ 6 Å per bin. Verifying the
BH mass using the C IV estimator suggests the width of the fitted profile is the real C IV

width (see text). The line appears completely offset from the host quasar redshift.

ever, it should be stated that applying mass estimators to strong outflows
makes the estimates not trustworthy and speculative.

3.3 HST Images

As part of the same proposal (15872), ACS/WFC camera of the HST was
used to take 6 dithered images in F606W and 4 in F850LP filters to produce
the combined images totaling 2075 and 2300 second exposures, respectively.
The individual exposures were aligned, background-subtracted and drizzled
by grizli pipeline (Brammer & Matharu, 2021). The final products rep-
resent the combined mosaics of these dithered images for each filter.

The reconstruction of the quasar emission was performed by using an
effective PSF (ePSF) constructed with photutils package (Bradley et al.,
2020) and based on 6 foreground stars in the images utilised here. It is an
empirical model based on the selection of stars in the images (Anderson
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Table 3.1: Measurements of lines in NUV spectrum (this work), optical and NIR
(S12). The offsets are stated with respect to the systemic redshift (z = 0.7142)
reported in S12.

Line Redshift FWHM (km s−1) Offset (km s−1)

Broad Emission Lines

N V λ1240? 0.6914 ± 0.0051 4917 ± 4840 -3996 ± 893

C IV λ1549 0.6907 ± 0.0008 12491 ± 953 -4107 ± 143

Lyα λ1215 0.6909 ± 0.0026 11511 ± 1781 -4079 ± 457

Hα λ6563 0.690 ∼7200 -4100

Hβ λ4861 0.690 ∼7200 -4100

Mg II λ2798 0.7071 ± 0.0006 12800 ± 490 -1200

Narrow Emission Lines

Lyα λ1215 0.7135 ± 0.0003 1978 ± 565 -123 ± 48

[O III] λ4959 0.714

[O III] λ5007 0.714

[O II] λ3727 0.714

[Ne III] λ3881 0.714

& King, 2000; Anderson, 2016). It is produced by simply measuring the
flux of stellar sources in the vicinity of the target at individual pixels and
it represents a map of fractional flux produced by a point source given the
optics and the detector sensitivity, i.e. the instrumental PSF scaled by
the pixel sensitivity map. This method was shown to be more precise and
numerically efficient than deconvolving the photometry and instrumental
effects, assuming and then fitting an analytical function. The advantages
are particularly justified, when only a single point source is investigated.

Figure 3.2 shows the residuals after fitting and subtracting the best-fit
PSF from the images. The fit was performed using the 2D image profile
fitting code IMFIT (Erwin, 2015) with reduced χ2

r = 2.83 for F606W and
χ2
r = 1.36 for F850LP images. With the pixel scale of 0.03 (0.22 kpc per

pixel) the images allowed to resolve the host structure around the AGN. The
figure shows both the residuals in terms of the instrumental read-errors and
the residuals in units of Poisson σ defined using the average of the counts
in the observed and model images. These maps indicate that the residual
host emission around the AGN is most significant in the F606W band (up
to 5σ, Poisson), while the emission in F850LP (up to 2 − 3σ) is shallower
and more extended outside of the central region than in F606W. This is
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Figure 3.2: HST/ACS images of SDSS 0956+5128: observed image (first column);
model PSF (second column); positive residuals after subtracting the PSF in units of in-
strumental σ-noise (third column); residuals after subtracting the PSF in units of Poisson
σ (fourth column). The top and bottom rows shows photometry in F606W and F850LP
filters, respectively. Contours show the residual host emission without strong eccentric-
ity or possible post-merger disruption (smoothed with a 3.3-pixel Gaussian kernel). The
outer-most isophotes extend to the 50th percentile in F606W and F850LP indicating that
the emission is more centrally concentrated in F606W and more extended in F850LP.
The best-fit centers of the quasar emission are marked with the cyan crosses, where the
PSF centers are offset by 1.1 (F606W) and 1.4 (F850LP) pixels from the isophotal cen-
ters. This offset is within the 3σ offset of ∼ 1.5 pixels). The scale is 0.03 arcsec per pixel
(0.22 kpc).

roughly in agreement with the relative amount of flux of the model SED
emission of the host galaxy at the respective wavelengths presented in S12.

The residuals in either filter do not indicate any disruption or deforma-
tion in the central structure of the apparently elliptical light profile, which
would be expected from a recent galaxy merger. However, it was not possi-
ble to perform a detailed study of the host galaxy profile due to the overall
shallow photometry. The cyan ‘x’-marks indicate the best-fit centers of the
quasar emission, which are misplaced from the center of the isophotal host
emission by 1.1 (0.24 kpc) and 1.4 (0.31 kpc) pixels in F606W and F850LP,
respectively. Given the resolution, the offset up to ∼ 1.5 (3σ) pixels is al-
lowed, which makes the best-fit QSO location consistent with the center of
the host emission.
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3.4 Previously Proposed Explanations

There exist several mechanisms that are responsible for creating different
distinct velocity components in BLRs of quasars. However, none of them
appears to provide a full explanation for the observed features of SDSS
0956+5128. Those include outflows, quasar morphology and orientation or
quasar motion with respect to its host that could correspond to one or both
of the velocity components in SDSS 0956+5128. Specifically, S12 considered
multiple objects along the line of sight, double-peaked emitter profile and
a recoiling black hole. Another considered mechanism is accretion disk
winds that may be responsible for velocity profiles typically seen in most of
the QSOs with outflows. This section describes how the previous and new
evidence from SDSS 0956+5128 fits within these scenarios and shows that
none of them are capable of explaining the observation completely.

Multiple objects along the line of sight

Perhaps the simplest explanation for multiple velocity components would
be multiple objects along the same line of sight. However, this explanation
cannot produce the broad lines observed in SDSS 0956+5128, There is a
unique set of narrow lines, consistent in their redshift, and two velocity
components, represented by either broad Mg II or Balmer lines, but not
both. With two objects along the line of sight, two sets of narrow lines
would have to be present, even if there was a specific combination with a
strong Mg II broad emission and very weak Balmer lines in one object and
a very weak Mg II and strong Balmer emission in the other.

In addition, the narrow lines argue against this explanation. Narrow
Balmer lines at the systemic velocity indicate that the central region of
the presumed host galaxy is illuminated by the quasar. The broad Balmer
lines are bluer than the host. Thus, if along the same line of sight, they
would need to be in front of the host and unable to produce these features.
Therefore, a scenario with three distinct components in the same system
has to be considered: emission of the host (z = 0.714) in the NLR, Mg II

(z = 0.707) and Balmer (z = 0.690) emission in the BLR.

Disk winds

In the context of a single QSO system, one common mechanism thought to
be responsible for outflows in the BLR is accretion disk winds (e.g., models
by Murray et al., 1995; Mathews & Blumenthal, 1977). In support of these
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models, Gaskell (1985) found evidence that BLR clouds could be radiatively
accelerated. It was proposed and modeled that radiation pressure could be
responsible for accelerating the gas clouds radially outwards (Emmering
et al., 1992; Everett, 2005).

In such a scenario, the velocity of the outflow is highest for the
high-ionization material of the BLR and decreases for species with lower-
ionization energies. Examples of such profiles can be seen in Meyer et al.
(2019); Shen et al. (2016); Marziani et al. (2010, 1996); Brotherton et al.
(1994). As the ionization potentials are correlated with the radial distances
of emission lines, the lines like N V, C IV and other high-ionization lines
experience some of the largest relative velocities reaching several thousands
km per second (Yu et al., 2021). The intermediate- to low-ionization
emission, including hydrogen lines and Mg II is typically seen accelerated
to at most a few hundred km s−1. Often Hα, Hβ and Mg II are consistent
with the systemic velocity to within ∼ 200 km s−1 (Shen et al., 2016;
Hewett & Wild, 2010).

Although such a negative velocity gradient could produce a difference
in emission line velocities, the difference seen between the hydrogen lines
and Mg II in SDSS 0956+5128 is too steep and too high for the lines of
such similar ionization potentials. For instance, Meyer et al. (2019) show
that the offset velocities of Mg II and other low-ionization lines are typically
identical in spectroscopically observed SDSS quasars, with velocity shifts
well within a few hundred km s−1 at z < 7. Moreover, in the rare cases
where Mg II blueshifts of ∼ 103 km s−1 are reported, they are generally
connected with other mechanisms (as in the recoiling black hole candidate,
3C 186, in Chiaberge et al., 2017).

The similarity between ionization potentials of Hβ and Mg II alone may
not be indicative of their physical proximity, especially if the lines originate
from fully and partially-ionized regions and their emission is driven by dif-
ferent excitation mechanisms. However, the correlation between the radius
of the species in the BLR and the accompanying continuum luminosity (at
λ = 5100Å and 3000 Å) indicates that they are likely coming from the adja-
cent gas shells in the BLR. Figure 3.3 shows estimates with several of such
empirical relations. They may not be applicable to all quasars, because
they are based on different sample selections. However, any pair of radius
estimates show that Hβ and Mg II here are closely spaced and Hβ is closer
to the center on average.

Thus, if a negative velocity gradient is responsible for the extreme offsets
of the hydrogen and Mg II lines in SDSS 0956+5128, there should be an
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even larger difference when Mg II is compared with high-ionization lines.
For example, such trend was found in the offsets of emission lines of I
Zw 1 (Laor et al., 1997; Vestergaard & Wilkes, 2001) and other quasars
(Corbin, 1990; Espey et al., 1989; Wilkes, 1986). However, as shown in
§ 3.2, this is inconsistent with the new HST observations presented in this
work, especially with the C IV, possibly N V and the hydrogen lines being
symmetric and part of the same velocity system at −4100 km s−1.

QSO jets

Alternatively, QSO jets that provide a way of losing the angular momentum
for the supermassive black hole (SMBH) can cause QSO outflows (Zheng
et al., 1990). Even though the jets are highly collimated, they may cause
outflows in the BLR assuming a high covering factor of the clouds. It
was shown in Zheng et al. (1990) that double-peaked Balmer emission can
be produced in such AGN models. However, this does not explain the
symmetric single-peaked lines observed in SDSS 0956+5128.

Double-peaked emitter

In another scenario, large line shifts of over 4000 km s−1 observed in some
galaxies can be described by models with non-axisymmetric accretion disks
(Strateva et al., 2003): flattened, eccentric disks (or other forms of asymme-
tries) and a preferred inclination angle (Chen & Halpern, 1989; Eracleous
et al., 1995). The problem in this case is that BELs in such systems produce
double or asymmetric profiles. S12 reported that the Balmer lines in SDSS
0956+5128 have asymmetric profiles, with a faint, broad component and
that Mg II, in contrast, is symmetric. However, the asymmetry appeared
only in one of three independent observations (S12).

If the model of a double-peaked emitter is allowed to have sufficiently
many parameters, it is possible to produce a reasonable fit to the spectrum
in most cases. However, in this case one double-peaked emitter is not able
to explain scenarios in which different lines show different offsets. At least
two eccentric emitter components are required to provide an explanation for
the two offsets, but still not sufficient to produce a symmetric (non-double)
Mg II, Lyα and C IV (and possibly N V), unless these lines have double
profiles with the second component being very weak.
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Recoiling black hole

Finally, S12 suggested that SDSS 0956+5128 may be a recoiling BH in a
post-merger galaxy, in which the BLR is a combination of eccentric and
circular components. A SMBH resulting from coalescence of two smaller
SMBHs can receive a kick in some direction, depending on the rotation
properties of the system (Campanelli et al., 2007b; Schnittman & Buo-
nanno, 2007; Loeb, 2007).

It was shown that such a BH can still exhibit symmetric BELs with the
offset of over 1000 km s−1 (Merritt et al., 2006; Loeb, 2007). However, an
offset of ∼ 4000 km s−1 would be difficult to produce. Some analytical and
numerical considerations limit the maximum recoil velocity to ∼ 4000 km
s−1 (Baker et al., 2008; Campanelli et al., 2007a,b) or even lower (Healy
et al., 2014), while others can reach up to ∼ 5000 km s−1 for special con-
figurations (Lousto et al., 2012). In observations, one potential candidate
is the object CID-42 (Civano et al., 2010, 2012; Blecha et al., 2013), with
the offset of up to 1300 km s−1 detected in the broad Balmer emission.
Another candidate for a SMBH recoil with more BEL detections, 3C 186
Chiaberge et al. (2017), shows the highest known offset of ∼ 2100 km s−1,
which is second only to SDSS 0956+5128 with the offset nearly twice as
high (∼ 4100 km s−1). In addition, the spectroscopic velocity profile of 3C
186 appears to be constant with respect to the ionization potential of C IV,
C III] and Lyα, as well as Mg II.

In SDSS 0956+5128, C IV (and possibly N V) and the hydrogen lines are
consistent with this scenario; however, Mg II is not. Given the similarity of
the ionization potentials of hydrogen and Mg II lines, it seems very unlikely
that the Mg II region could be moving ∼ 2900 km s−1 slower than the rest of
the recoiling BLR. One possibility is to assume that Mg II is consistent with
the recoil scenario and all of the BLR is offset by at least the offset of Mg II

(−1200 km s−1). Then even slightly higher-ionization lines, including the
hydrogen lines, could arise due to an eccentric emitter disk that introduces
additional offset on top of the recoil and causes asymmetry of the Balmer
lines. Therefore, in this scenario, the Balmer and Mg II emission must come
from separate locations, with the latter being further out and the higher-
ionization lines, like C IV or N V, must also have the same asymmetry, as
reported for the Balmer lines in S12.

In support of the idea of the recoiling BH, S12 showed using ground-
based photometry that the peak of intensity in SDSS 0956+5128 was pos-
sibly offset from the center of light in the host galaxy, although the data
had low resolution and systematic effects in PSF fitting were not ruled out.
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Additionally, photometric decomposition showed that the host is a dusty
galaxy, which can be consistent with various states of galaxy evolution, in-
cluding a possible post-merger. S12 showed that based on the timescale
for the BLR to sustain emission after the quasar accretion was disrupted,
the recoil could have occurred in the past 140 Myr. This could allow for
the host galaxy to preserve the evidence of a recent merger on a less than
dynamical time, detectable in the follow-up resolved observations.

However, the new evidence presented from HST does not hold any in-
dications of a BH recoil that could result from a previous galaxy merger.
It is shown in § 3.3 that the QSO, fitted with a PSF, is spatially consistent
with location of the isophotal center of the residual galaxy emission and no
strong irregularities in the structure are seen that could result from a recent
galaxy merger, although the photometry is not deep enough to accurately
fit the host morphology. It remains possible that the strong signatures of
the merger could have been erased to the point of being undetected at the
given resolution. Nevertheless, new observations of the high-ionization line
C IV and low-ionization Lyα appear to be consistent with the offset of the
Balmer lines, they are symmetric (see Section 3.2). The symmetry is con-
trary to the expectation from the BH recoil hypothesis. It was also shown
by S12 that the system lies on the standard MBH − Mbulge galaxy mass
relation, with the virial mass of the SMBH of log(MBH/M⊙) = 8.65 (S12)
lying close to the empirical relation in the plane of the galaxy luminosity
and the black hole mass. Therefore, this does not provide any sharp indi-
cations that the SMBH does not belong to the host. In this context, the
evidence suggests that the offsets in SDSS 0956+5128 do not appear to be
caused by the motion of the quasar, but are rather intrinsic to the QSO.

In § 3.5, we argue that the radial velocity profile in the BLR of SDSS
0956+5128 is reminiscent of the post-shock outflow and use the idea of
star formation in the accretion disks (eg., from Goodman & Tan, 2004) to
support this mechanism for causing strong outflows in the BLR of quasars.

3.5 Interpretation

The observations of SDSS 0956+5128 appear to be inconsistent with known
physical mechanisms and suggest that an outflow with very distinct velocity
signature is responsible.

The event that produced the outflow must have an origin at the BH
or close to it. This appears to be the case, because the symmetry of the
BELs suggests a spherically uniform outflow. Additionally, the whole BLR
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Figure 3.3: Compilation of various calculations of the radii of Hβ and Mg II ob-
tained using the respective luminosities λL5100 and λL3000 of the continuum in SDSS
0956+5128. Individual estimates are shown with 1-σ uncertainties. The average radii
are shown as vertical dashed lines with their corresponding shaded uncertainty bars. The
estimates are based on the empirical radius-luminosity relations for quasars. Some of
the studies use very different sample selections, such as different accretion rates Ṁ in
Du et al. (2018), to define the relations. Nevertheless, they produce similar radii for the
two species here, where Hβ is on average is closer to the center than Mg II.

appears to be affected, where the radial velocity is constant across a large
fraction of the BLR, between the high-ionization region and low-ionization
hydrogen lines. Finally, there appears to be a drop-off of the outflow velocity
starting from the location where Mg II is produced. Therefore, it may be
safe to assume any origin of such event within the inner boundary of the
BLR, with its effects limited to the BLR outskirts.

Clearly, some extreme physical conditions must be at play. The event
has to be consistent with the outflow energetically and with the observed
radial velocity profile, as indicated by the offsets of the broad lines and their
expected radial distances. The upper limit on the time of the event can be
placed by using the velocity of the outflow.

Below, a shock wave from an energetic explosion is postulated as a
mechanism for causing an outflow. It is shown that this mechanism can
be consistent with the observed features in SDSS 0956+5128. Then the
plausibility of the extreme physical conditions due to a supernova explosion
is considered, along with a discussion of whether stars can exist in close
proximity of a SMBH and how they can appear there in the first place.
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Post-shock outflow

The velocity profile of the outflow as a function of radius in the BLR of
SDSS 0956+5128 is strongly reminiscent of that of a “shocked” material
(Taylor, 1950), as it shown in this section. It is expected that the radial
profile in terms of increasing radial distances is as follows: C IV, Lyα, Hα,
Hβ, Mg II, where Mg II must be at least as far out as the Balmer line
emission. Based on the spectroscopic observations made in Section 3.2 here
and in S12, the outflow velocity profile is constant at ∆V ≈ −4100 km s−1

starting at the location of the C IV line and extending out to the hydrogen
lines. Then the radial velocity drops to −1200 km s−1 at the location of
Mg II. Assuming the velocities estimated from several spectra across an
extended timeline are accurate, there would be only one explanation for
different offset velocities of the Balmer lines and Mg II: the latter line must
originate at larger radii due to its lower ionization energy. In this case,
the overall velocity profile is characteristic of a post-shock outflow, such as
the outflows in the interstellar medium (ISM) produced by supernova (SN)
explosions.

Assuming a uniform density of the medium, the evolution of shocks
can be described as a three-phase process that starts with a free expansion
at high pressure relative to the surroundings, during which the mass of
the medium swept up by the shock wave along the direction of travel is
insignificant compared to the mass of the shock material itself. Thus, the
energy and momentum of the wave are conserved and the kinetic energy Ek

is:

Ek = MejV
2
ej/2, (3.1)

where Mej and Vej are the mass and velocity of the ejecta.

As the shock shell expands in radius, it is opposed by a larger mass
of the ambient medium. When the two masses become equal, the shock
enters the Sedov-Taylor phase (Taylor, 1950). There, the ejecta start to
lose its momentum, while the matter is too heated to irradiate, so the
system remains adiabatic. At this stage, the expansion of the shock radius
RS with time t is found to depend entirely on the initial kinetic energy Ek

and density of the medium ρ0:

Rs(t) ∝ E
1/5
k ρ

−1/5
0 t2/5. (3.2)

Finally, as the temperature of the shock drops, C, N, O ions start to
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recombine helping to cool the shock material efficiently, which starts to loose
its energy radiatively until the flow becomes subsonic and merges with the
surrounding medium.

This evolution can be matched with the velocity components observed
in SDSS 0956+5128, as illustrated by the velocity and distance profiles of a
shock wave in Figure 3.4. In this interpretation, the velocities presented here
sample the first two phases: C IV, Lyα, Hβ and Hα represent the region in
the free expansion phase, while Mg II is in the Sedov-Taylor region. Also, in
the analysis above the high-ionization N V line1 was possibly identified with
the offset placing it consistently with the lines in the first phase. This phase
is sampled well with 4 or 5 lines probably spanning a significant fraction
of the BLR radial profile. However, the second phase is only seen with one
BEL (Mg II). Fortunately, there have been two observations of this line 7
years apart to confirm the detection.

The velocity profile of the shock stages shown in Figure 3.4 is annotated
with the offset velocities of the corresponding broad lines. While the source
energy sets the initial velocity of the flow, the density of the BLR sets the
distance and time scale of the shock profile. Here, it was assumed that the
density is uniform throughout the region and is equal to the lower limit
of ne = 109 cm−3 in the BLR (Osterbrock, 1989; Kwan & Krolik, 1981).
Higher densities act to shrink the distance and time scales.

The velocity that the ambient BLR material gains when it crosses over
the shock boundary depends on the ratio between the speed of sound and
the shock. The speed of sound in the BLR gas is cs ≈ 10 km s−1, assuming
the BLR is in photoionization equilibrium and has the uniform temper-
ature of T = 104 K, which is the minimum required for photoionization
(Osterbrock, 1989). Therefore, the outflows observed in SDSS 0956+5128
(∼ 4100 and 1200 km s−1) are strongly supersonic. Hence, the shock wave
should be expected even more so, such that the limit as the Mach number
M → ∞ for M = v/cs can be safely used. In the reference frame with the
shock at rest, the velocity of the post-shock material (v2, downstream) can
be related to the velocity of the pre-shock material (v1, upstream) using the
Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition:

v1
v2

=
(γ + 1)M2

(γ + 1) + (γ − 1)(M2 − 1)
, (3.3)

1N V is the line with the highest ionization potential in our sample, which places it
closest to the SMBH.
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where γ = 5/3 is the adiabatic index for an ideal monoatomic gas. The
assumption here is that the flow is adiabatic and the entropy is constant
across the shock boundary, which holds for the first two stages of the shock
wave, before it becomes subsonic and its viscosity cannot be neglected lead-
ing to the start of radiative cooling. At M → ∞, v2 → 0.25v1. Therefore,
we would expect the shock to have traversed the locations of the observed
broad emission at v1 ≈ 16400 km s−1 and v1 ≈ 4800 km s−1 to produce
the high (v2 ∼ 4100 km s−1) and low (v2 ∼ 1200 km s−1) observed velocity
components in the BLR, respectively.

Interestingly, under the assumption of the BLR gas density of ne = 109

cm−3 two key model predictions are in agreement with the independent
expectations from the empirical radius-luminosity (RL) relations.

First, the model correctly predicts the location of the Mg II gas. This
prediction is made by using the time when the calculated downstream flow
(black solid line; left panel in Fig. 3.4) matches the observed velocity offset
of Mg II (orange solid line): t ≈ 27 yr. Based on this time the predicted
radius of the Mg II line is 0.131 pc (blue arrow; right panel). This closely
agrees with the mean of the estimates from various RL relations: RMg II =
0.117 ± 0.005 pc (see Figure 3.3; Prince et al., 2022; Zajaček et al., 2020;
Czerny et al., 2019; Trakhtenbrot & Netzer, 2012; Vestergaard & Osmer,
2009).

Second, the location of the boundary between the first two phases (≈
0.057 pc) agrees with the location of Hβ from RL relations (blue solid
line; right panel). The average of several RL estimators yields RHβ =
0.082±0.006 pc (see Figure 3.3; U et al., 2022; Fonseca Alvarez et al., 2020;
Du et al., 2018; Bentz et al., 2013). This is consistent with the observation
that the hydrogen lines are part of the high velocity component. These
two predictions are possible only for a narrow range of BLR gas densities
around ne = 109 cm−3 and for a constant density as a function of radius,
where the time scale goes as t ∝ n

−1/3
e in the first phase and t ∝ n

−1/5
e in

the second.

Predicting the mass and type of the candidate supernova star is beyond
the scope of this work, but it is possible to estimate an order of magnitude
mass of the ejecta and their kinetic energy. The ejecta mass can be obtained
by locating the boundary between the first two shock regions. This radial
distance encloses the mass of the swept up gas comparable to the mass of
the shocked ejecta, as this is the approximate condition for termination of
the first phase.

The boundary must lie between the hydrogen lines (eg., Hβ) and Mg II,
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which are close spatially (see Figure 3.3), but correspond to different ve-
locity components in the BLR. Assuming Hβ is at the boundary (as shown
in the right panel of Figure 3.4), we can use the estimated radius of the
boundary of 0.057 pc and the BLR density of ne = 109 cm−3 to estimate
the ejecta mass. This produces Mej ∼ 2 × 104 M⊙.

With the velocities of the BEL offsets in the first phase, the kinetic
energy of the event is EK = 5 × 1055 erg2. Here, it is assumed that most
of this mass is contained in a thin shell at the radius of Hβ. Therefore, the
exploded star must have had an initial mass M∗ ≥ Mej. Such objects have
not been observed before, although theoretical considerations of instability
growth in the accretion disks of quasars suggest a possibility for formation
of stars with masses at least as high as 102 − 107 M⊙ (Goodman & Tan,
2004).

Origin of stars in AGN

If a stellar explosion produced the observed features in the spectrum of
SDSS 0956+5128, how could a star appear in the vicinity of a SMBH in the
first place? And how could it be nearly as massive as 2×104 M⊙? The star
might be formed either in the proximity of the SMBH or in a host galaxy
and then captured into the accretion disk. One way or another, it probably
owes its large mass to the abundance of material in the accretion disk of a
SMBH.

The growth of supermassive stars may stem from the capture of stars
from the host galaxy. The closest galactic source of stars is the bulge that
encircles the quasar. Stochastic encounters can result in significant changes
of stellar velocities on a relaxation timescale that could lead to stars being
deflected off their orbits. A “lucky” star brought to the central object with
the mass 108.6 M⊙ would not risk being disrupted due to tidal forces, unless
it sinks into the black hole. The reason is the tidal radius of BHs with
masses > 108 M⊙ becomes smaller than the Schwarzschild radius. In fact,
sinking into the BH would be a more likely outcome, as otherwise reaching
an exact stable orbit around the BH would require acquiring a very specific
velocity making it very unlikely.

Following on the idea of disk-star interactions as a potential mechanism
for removal of angular momentum from AGNs (Ostriker, 1983), Syer et al.
(1991) investigated a possibility for stars to be captured by the accretion

2This energy is 104 times higher than the kinetic energy of the ejecta of a core-collapse
SN explosion of an 8 M⊙ star.
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Figure 3.4: Velocity (left) and distance (right) profiles of a shock wave produced by
an explosion of a star associated with the ejecta mass Mej = 2 × 104M⊙ and kinetic
energy EK = 5 × 1055 erg. The BLR medium has a uniform density (ne = 109 cm−3);
other main assumptions are stated in the text. Shadowed regions represent different
stages of a shock wave traveling through the medium: free expansion (momentum and
energy conserving); Sedov-Taylor phase (adiabatic; energy conserving); snowplow phase
(radiative and momentum conserving). Left panel : two observed offset velocities of
BELs are indicated by the horizontal solid lines and correspond to different stages by
color, as deduced from their predicted downstream flow velocities (black solid line). The
predicted downstream velocity profile is calculated only for the first two phases, before
the shock becomes nearly sonic and valid approximations break. Right panel : predicted
radial profile of the shock wave (black dashed line); the observed radii of Hβ and Mg II

are obtained using the mean of the estimates from the RL relations and shown by the
horizontal lines with the same colors as before; the yellow arrow indicates the Mg II radius
predicted from the time when the shock reaches Mg II location, i.e. the time when the
downstream flow coincides with the observed velocity of Mg II in the left panel; the blue
arrow show the location of the boundary between the first two phases of the shock flow.

disk for favorable inclinations of stellar orbits. This mechanism was char-
acterised by shorter than the relaxation timescale for delivering stars into
the disk. It could be possible as the growth of the gaseous disk and clouds
would be expected to extend as far as to the edge of influence of the BH for
the stellar bulge. Stars would then be dragged down by the viscous forces
to the stable circular orbit over time. If such stellar migration is real, then
according to the predictions of Artymowicz et al. (1993), after the QSO
acquires a disk and turns on, in the span of 108 yr there can be as many
as 104 captured stars. They would be dragged down the disk, enmassed by
the disk material to as high as ∼ 102 M⊙ and evolve on their respective
main-sequence timescale leading to Type II SNe. For the case of SDSS
0956+5128 a single core collapse supernova with such initial mass would
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not be able to explain the observed BLR offsets. Although ∼ 102 − 103

such SNe simultaneously would, this could hardly be a plausible scenario.
In addition, it was argued that the stars might more likely be destroyed by
the release of energy for circularization of their orbit in the accretion disk,
as a very limited set of conditions for entry must be met to stay bound
(Goodman & Tan, 2004).

On the other hand, Goodman & Tan (2004) considered in situ star
formation and growth of massive stars. The main argument that stars can
and possibly should form in BH accretion disks was that starting from a
distance of ∼ 103 RS, where RS is the Schwarzschild radius, the disks are
dominated by self-gravity and are expected to fragment via local dynamical
instability. Goodman & Tan (2004) considered fragmentation at the exact
boundary, where the radiation pressure equals the gas pressure, as at this
location, any fragments would be well-separated and therefore likely to grow
via accretion of the surrounding gas. The authors showed that given the
strong accretion in the disk, the star is more likely to grow than fragment.

The properties of the protostar would be defined by the instability. As
mentioned previously, the initial overdensity masses could reach anywhere
in the range 102 − 107M⊙ and are likely to grow by further accretion. The
mass growth continues until the gap roughly of the size of the protostar’s
Roche lobe is cleared in the accretion disk. Finally, the material in the
Roche lobe would contract until the star reaches the main sequence. Such
stars are likely to be supported by radiation pressure and experience signif-
icant mass loss, although the levels are not known for the very high masses
over 102 M⊙.

In the theoretical framework of Goodman & Tan (2004), the mass of
a protostar in a disk of 108.6 M⊙ SMBH is expected to be ∼ 105M⊙, if it
forms at the edge of the low self-gravity of the disk. The likely outcome of
the SNe of stars with mass > 102 M⊙ is a complete collapse to a BH (Fryer
et al., 2001), although an instability from e+e− pair production may occur
that would convert all of the stellar mass to ejecta at explosion. Therefore
the scenario in which a star with an initial mass 105 M⊙ evolves into a less
massive ∼ 104 M⊙ star by mass loss and causes a pair-instability supernova
that ejects all of the material in an explosion would be consistent with the
observation in SDSS 0956+5128.

Following Goodman & Tan (2004), if the star is stable on the main
sequence, it can be expected to migrate inwards, preserving the disk gap,
and reach the tidal radius on the time (∼ 105 yr) shorter than the main
sequence time (∼ 106 yr). It would be of particular interest here to know
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whether the star is expected to disintegrate once on the main sequence or
if it survives for some parameters. Future numerical simulations of such
processes would be of particular interest to answer these questions.

If star formation in accretion disks is common, how frequently would an
SDSS 0956+5128-like event occur? Goodman & Tan (2004) estimate that
if star formation in a QSO happens at a rate of one per viscous time, then
given the approximate number density of QSOs at redshifts 0.5 < z < 1.5,
10−5 massive stars per QSO per year should form, for a total of a few stars
per year in a survey the size of SDSS.

However, most of those stars will not produce an observable supernova.
Goodman & Tan (2004) argued that sinking into the SMBH is the typical
outcome. Fresh, hydrogen-rich material from the accretion disk can mix
into the convective stellar core, so that the main sequence lifetime becomes
longer than the timescale for reaching the event horizon. Thus, their deaths
would not be observable.

Perhaps if the accretion disk becomes sparse towards either near the Ed-
dington luminosity or towards the end of a quasar’s lifetime, there might be
just a high enough density to form a massive star, yet not enough additional
material to sustain that star until it reaches the event horizon. The result-
ing supernovae might even provide a turnoff mechanism, so that quasars
die with a bang rather than with a whimper. As SDSS 0956+5128 lies at
z = 0.7, below which relatively few quasars are observed, it is likely to turn
off in the near future. It is therefore plausible to associate the extreme
features of SDSS 0956+5128 with a short-lived turnoff mechanism. If such
a process lasts for ∼ 103 − 104 yr (based on the timeline of the shock wave
in Fig. 3.4), finding one example in all of SDSS is plausible.

3.6 Discussion

It is argued here that none of the common and less so mechanisms, except
for the shock wave, are likely to produce a spectroscopic signature observed
in the BLR of SDSS 0956+5128. The scenarios that involve special mor-
phology, alignment of multiple objects, radiation output of the QSO or
SMBH mergers each have at least one sharp inconsistency with the evi-
dence (see Section 3.4). Instead, this work proposes the idea of shock waves
to explain the observed spectroscopic offsets. The toy model requires the
tuning of only the BLR density parameter to match the velocity offsets in
SDSS 0956+5128, as well as the location of Mg II line.

To support or reject the idea of the supernova shock causing the outflow
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in the BLR it is necessary to collect more observational evidence. Below is
the list with a couple of possibilities.

• Other offset lines? The shock mechanism predicts that there must
be a continuum of velocity components in the second phase of the
shocked BLR (see Section 3.5 and Figure 3.4), as opposed to only
one that was observed. Although the most prominent BEL in the
second phase (Mg II) was already observed, lower-ionization lines in
the NUV, like O I, Si II or C II are not detected in the HST spec-
trum here. Instead, they could be targeted with higher signal-to-noise
spectra. Additionally, Fe Kα line in the X-rays would be expected to
have the high velocity offset of 4100 km s−1, as the other lines of
that velocity component. Probably, the direction of the offset and the
line symmetry would depend on the position relative to the poten-
tial SN explosion site in the accretion disk. If any of these lines are
inconsistent with the prediction, this will rule out the hypothesis.

• Traces of neutrinos and electromagnetic emission. From another per-
spective, SN shocks act as neutrino production sites, through pion
decays as a result of proton-proton interactions. It was suggested that
the diffuse neutrino background may be substantially contributed to
by AGN stellar explosions (Zhu et al., 2021). In order to detect these
events, it was shown (though for much less massive stars) that short
bursts in the diffuse neutrino background and the ensuing lasting elec-
tromagnetic emission can be used. Therefore, such signature may be
used to search for potential candidates for follow-up observations or
for testing models of neutrino and electromagnetic emission produced
by energetic stellar explosions.

After all, the shock hypothesis here is an analytical solution based on the
simple assumptions of shock-medium interaction and lacks a more detailed
insight. Therefore, numerical modeling of the involved processes would
be required to test the idea more robustly. Below are the suggestions for
possible experiments and predictions.

• Downstream velocity as function of time. The BLR gas with different
offsets starts mixing in the snowplow phase altering the velocity of the
BLR outflow. If one can calculate the outflow velocity of every one of
the observed emission lines as a function of time, it will be possible to
predict the blueshift that the lines should have at a time of a possible
future observation. Besides, it will also be possible to predict how
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the strength of the broad line emission will change over time, as the
emitting gas moves away from its ionization zone. Additionally, the
density of the BLR assumed here corresponds to a rather conservative
lower limit and it has a uniform radial profile, which can be tested by
modeling the broad line emission observed in SDSS 0956+5128.

• Numerical simulation of stars in a strong gravitational potential. One
of the main problems in the shock hypothesis is what caused it. The
only possibility to create a shock wave of the required energy known to
us is a potential supernova. If the outflow profile in SDSS 0956+5128
is a signature of an SN (see Section 3.5), then the mass of the ejecta
is estimated to be ∼ 104 M⊙ and the kinetic energy is Ek ∼ 1055 erg.
It is unclear whether stars can be “safely” delivered to accretion disks
of SMBHs and then grow to such extent by accretion, but there exist
theoretical models that predict formation of such supermassive stars
in these extreme environments in the first place. To shed more light
on the possibility of the supermassive stars leading to SNe shocks,
numerical simulations of their formation and evolution are required.
In this regard, the most important questions are: (1) whether a stellar
explosion is close to being spherical in a strong gravitational field (to
offset a BLR entirely rather than in the plane of the disk); (2) whether
a proto-star can remain stable to reach and stay on the stellar main
sequence; (3) if the star’s main sequence lifetime is shorter than the
timescale for spiralling down into the SMBH; (4) if the “spiralling
down” timescale wins, whether it may be reversed in special cases
when the QSO shuts down accretion and turns off.

Solving the problem posed by SDSS 0956+5128 may shed new light on
the evolution of quasars and formation of massive stars in extreme environ-
ments. There is a potential for studying the physics of star formation and
evolution in QSO disks, as potentially a few stars per year may form in an
SDSS-sized survey of quasars. In addition, if stellar explosions are shown
to be possible, this may improve the understanding of extreme stellar evo-
lution and BLR outflows. However, it is less clear how frequent supernovae
may be. If the offset emission of the BLR in SDSS 0956+5128 is the result
of an SN, it is likely only one such event in the SDSS, as no similar can-
didates have been reported. Although, new multi-line observations of the
evolved quasars with strong outflows may reveal more of these objects in
the future. On the other hand, it is believed that they are not observable
and more likely to cross the event horizon before they explode, because their
lifetimes are prolonged by the freshly accreted gas. Although, this may not
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be the case in sparse accretion disks of the old quasars, where little gas may
not be enough to support the stars before sinking into the SMBH. There-
fore, if the occurrence rate is low because the SN-induced velocity offsets of
BLRs in old quasars are transient on some timescale, then it is possible that
SNe are more frequent and could also play an important role in turning off
QSOs.





Chapter 4

Current Work and Future
Perspectives

This chapter contains several materials from the following journal article:

“Templates for Fitting Photometry of Ultra-high-redshift
Galaxies”

Published in The Astrophysical Journal Letters (ApJL), Volume 951,
Issue 2, id.L40, 7 pages, July 2023.

Authors: Charles L. Steinhardt, Vasily Kokorev, Vadim Rusakov, Ethan
Garcia, Albert Sneppen.
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4.1 Variations of the Stellar Initial Mass
Function

Templates for High-redshift Galaxy Candidates

This section contains Table 3 and Figure 3 from Steinhardt et al. (2023a).

The author of the thesis produced the table and constructed galaxy templates

as part of the publication.

The work presented in Chapter 2 suggests that star-forming galaxies exhibit
IMF-driven mass-to-light variations across 0 < z < 2. It shows that even
at this redshift range the changes in photometrically inferred stellar mass
of star-forming galaxies can substantially modify the stellar mass functions.
If the formalism of temperature-dependent IMF in Jermyn et al. (2018) is
accurate, the changes in the temperature of the star-forming gas at higher
redshift may produce much stronger effects. This becomes particularly
relevant for the luminous galaxies that are found to have elevated stellar-
to-halo mass ratios in Davidzon et al. (2017); Weaver et al. (2023) and in
the most recent JWST studies (Boylan-Kolchin, 2023). Is their stellar mass
a result of an increased star formation efficiency or an overestimation due
to a more top-heavy IMF at high redshift?

With the goal of testing whether the potential changes in the IMF could
explain the excessive masses alone, the work of Steinhardt et al. (2023a)
modelled some of these extraordinary galaxies using new galaxy templates.
The study produced a set of galaxy templates using FSPS (Conroy & Gunn,
2010) that assume an IMF tied to the temperature of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB). As the gas in galaxies may be heated significantly
above the CMB by stellar feedback (e.g., by cosmic rays), this assumption
represented a lower limit on potential IMF changes. The final templates also
include adjustments for the strength of nebular emission lines, which are
found to have higher equivalent widths at z ≳ 8 (details are in Table 4.1).

It was found that the combined effect of the IMF and nebular lines
can reduce inferred stellar mass by as much as a factor of ∼ 50 for the
sample of luminous galaxies, with the IMF alone probably contributing
up to a factor of 10 reduction in mass (Figure 4.1). Although the nature
of the stellar populations in these galaxies has not been established yet,
it is clear that systematic uncertainties due to the IMF alone can reduce
the statistical significance of the possible tension with the predicted star
formation efficiency.
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Table 4.1: Properties of the stellar populations of the 6 new FSPS templates for EAZY at
Tg = 45 K and 60 K. The templates all have young stellar populations with ages between
0.05 and 0.20 Gyr for 45 K and between 0.1 and 0.5 Gyr for 60 K. The low extinction
and metallicity are expected to be typical of ultra-high-redshift galaxies. Because of the
strong emission lines present in early NIRSpec observations (Carnall et al., 2023a), two
templates are included with strongly enhanced EW(Hβ + [O III]λ5007) with respect to
the standard FSPS setting of ∼ 274 Å.

ID t45 (Gyr) t60 (Gyr) AV,45,60 Z45,60 Neb. Em.

1 0.1 0.05 0.005 0.0012 1x (std.)

2 0.1 0.05 0.5 0.0012 5x

3 0.3 0.1 0.005 0.0012 1x (std.)

4 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.0012 1x (std.)

5 0.5 0.2 0.005 0.0012 1x (std.)

6 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.0012 5x

Future Perspectives

The work demonstrated in Chapter 2 shows that well-sampled SEDs of
galaxies possibly hold information about IMF-driven mass-to-light varia-
tions, although it is hard to keep track of all systematic effects using UV-
to-NIR photometry alone. From the mock tests of Sneppen et al. (2022) this
information appears to be most cleanly available for the model galaxies that
have the most top-heavy IMF. In the work here, these galaxies have been
established as the youngest and most actively star-forming population with
distinct morphology. Intuitively, this makes sense as these galaxies are ex-
pected to have the shortest star formation and metallicity evolution history
which may not have had enough time to erase most of the information about
their earliest stellar populations. Still, this work provides only statistical
and phenomenological evidence, while lacking some physical insights.

Therefore, it is going to be extremely valuable to look for independent
evidence of IMF variations in the galaxies studied here either in FIR and
sub-mm wavelengths or in the optical spectroscopic features. For example,
if there are more massive stars in galaxies with a top-heavy IMF, they can
be expected to heat up the dust in H II regions accordingly. This effect
could shift the modified black body peak positions to shorter wavelengths,
than in some control sample of typical galaxies. Although it is possible that
these galaxies have little dust, which in that case may further support that
they are in the early evolutionary phase.

Furthermore, if galaxies have a top-heavy IMF in the early stages of
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Figure 4.1: Change in the stellar mass and stellar mass density of two z = 10 galaxy
candidates (in the Early Release Science data) associated with the change in the assumed
IMF and stronger nebular emission lines in Steinhardt et al. (2023a). The IMF shape
is extrapolated using the CMB temperature at that redshift as the lower limit on the
temperature of the star-forming gas. Note, that the estimates of the stellar mass of these
galaxies in Labbé et al. (2023) with the updated photometric calibrations for NIRCam
and although are no longer in the “Physically Impossible” region, but still imply a higher
stellar baryon fraction than locally.

their formation, this can be explained by large gas density that reduces
the cooling timescale and allows to form stars quicker than the time it
takes to produce stellar feedback to regulate their formation (Dekel et al.,
2023). This hypothesis can be tested by studying the gas-phase conditions
in a sub-sample of COSMOS galaxies. For example, the density-sensitive
level populations of [O II] λλ3726, 3729 and S II λλ6716, 6731 can be used
to measure the nebular gas density (Osterbrock, 1989). Finally, galaxies
with similar physical properties to the top-heavy IMF sample, have been
detected in SDSS surveys and called “green pea” galaxies because of their
strong nebular emission in the “green” SDSS bands and small physical sizes
(Cardamone et al., 2009). In this case, evidence of high electron tempera-
ture of the gas from e.g., the temperature-sensitive [O I] λλ5577, 6300, 6364,
[N II] λλ5755, 6548, 6584 and [O III] λλ4364, 4959, 5007 lines could be an-
other useful indicator of distinct state of the ISM.

Finally, most direct information about distinct stellar populations may
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come from observations with JWST/NIRSpec at high redshift, where the
conditions of the ISM may be extreme in all galaxies. It is established from
stellar evolution models that intermediate and high-mass stars dominate
production of different chemical elements – for example, nitrogen and oxy-
gen, respectively (Henry et al., 2000; Pettini et al., 2008). Given that the
lifetime of these stars is different, the most massive ones have a head-start
to disperse “primary” oxygen before the next generation intermediate-mass
stars (with nitrogen-rich yields) start to produce nitrogen ∼250 Myr after
(Henry et al., 2000). If at this stage, when the massive stars dominate, the
[N/O] abundance is lower than in the local universe, this may indicate a
top-heavy IMF. If on the other hand, the intermediate-mass stars start to
produce an excessive [N/O], this can indicate an intermediate-heavy IMF.
So far there has been no strong evidence of such deviations from extragalac-
tic H II regions or DLA systems at 2 < z < 4. However, at higher redshift,
where the relevant stellar timescales represent a considerable fraction of the
star formation history of galaxies, such deviations may not be washed-away
yet (Pettini et al., 2000, 2008). In fact, recent studies find over-abundance
of nitrogen at z > 10 (Cameron et al., 2023a), which can motivate wider
search campaigns for similar chemical signatures and their physical origin
in the near future.

4.2 Star Formation in Extreme
Environments

Chapter 3 presents a new interpretation of a unique observational signature
in a quasar SDSS 0956+5128 and considers the possibility of star forma-
tion in the gas medium surrounding supermassive black holes. Such events
may be the laboratories for studying extreme star formation, if confirmed.
Moreover, massive star formation in active galactic nuclei can be an im-
portant mechanism for explaining the evolution of the early supermassive
black holes, which are currently found to grow very rapidly and reach the
large relative mass of MBH/M

⋆ ∼ 0.1 early on (e.g., Maiolino et al., 2023).

So far, there are only theoretical arguments showing that star formation
in accretion discs is possible (Goodman & Tan, 2004). If it is possible, the
massive stars have to be universally common and have to satisfy a number
of criteria to produce spectroscopic features observed in SDSS 0956+5128:
(a) the main sequence lifetime needs to become shorter than the time for
spiralling into the SMBH; (b) the explosion has to have approximately
spherical symmetry. Testing these conditions requires numerical modelling
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in the future work. According to the cosmic star formation history, a few
stars per year are expected to form in an SDSS-sized quasar survey. If
point (a) is satisfied for quasars that are old and about to turn off, this can
explain possibly lower SN rates. Therefore, a search for similar objects can
follow the quenching history of quasars in the low-redshift universe.

Any alternative explanations of such objects, such recoiling SMBH, can
benefit from larger samples of candidates for studying their population
properties. The reason for the lack of detected candidates is possibly the
shortage of spectroscopic data – few objects have similarly wide wavelength
coverage as SDSS 0956+5128 in this case, which is the key to differentiating
it from a typical quasar.
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4.3 Conclusion

In the past, many discoveries in extragalactic astrophysics followed after
technological advancements: from Edwin Hubble’s censuses of “extragalac-
tic nebulae” with the largest optical telescopes at the time, through the
revolutions in cosmology and large scale structure driven by the microwave
anisotropy observatories, recently largest and most sensitive optical Hub-
ble Space Telescope and to the direct images of massive black holes and
exquisite aspects of star formation and chemical evolution by the Atacama
Large Millimetre Array in the sub-millimetre wavelengths. Now, with the
help of James Webb Space Telescope, it has just become possible to probe
the earliest and possibly most extreme environments in the history of galax-
ies and the universe.

The work presented here has been motivated by the inconsistencies that
started to arise between the predictions of galaxy assembly with the best
cosmological theory and the observations in the first 1 to 1.5 billion years
of galaxy evolution. Already in the deep Hubble fields the most massive
galaxies appear to grow larger than expected from their dark matter halos
at z ∼ 6 (Steinhardt et al., 2016; Davidzon et al., 2017). Observational and
modelling improvements seem to help to reconcile the disagreement (Weaver
et al., 2023), but the deeper observations with the James Webb continue
to bring it back (Harikane et al., 2023; Finkelstein et al., 2023). Biggest
galaxies are too luminous than expected from simulations and extrapolated
models and this likely prompts further revisions of the galaxy models.

Open possibilities for revisions in the models of galaxy-wide star forma-
tion include changes to the assumed ratio between the total stellar mass and
light, such as that determined by the stellar initial mass function (IMF). So
far, the evidence of IMF variations has come from detailed case studies of
old and young stellar systems in the local universe and early-type galaxies
(e.g., Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012; Hallakoun & Maoz, 2021; Freundlich
& Maoz, 2021; van Dokkum et al., 2024), but lacked the evidence of the
possible systematic IMF variations. Chapter 2 approaches this problem
from the galaxy population perspective. Based on a large sample of pho-
tometric measurements, it presents the evidence that the IMF may exhibit
two systematic behaviours in different galaxies: (1) an IMF-driven mass to-
light ratio decreases from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2 in star-forming galaxies (i.e., the
IMF becomes more top-heavy); and (2) the mass-to-light ratio in quiescent
galaxies is at least as large as in the Milky Way (i.e., the IMF is at least as
bottom-heavy). As a result, the inferred stellar masses and star formation
rates of actively star-forming galaxies change by factors of ∼ 1.6 − 3.5 and
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2.5 − 70.0, respectively. Besides, the IMF may provide another dimension
to study star formation as a key process driving galaxy evolution. Later,
it is shown that extrapolations of these findings can explain the excessive
physical properties of galaxies found with the JWST.

However, it becomes clear in this work that it is extremely difficult to
constrain useful information with few degrees of freedom allowed in photo-
metric modelling. Therefore, case studies of the most well-measured objects
that can help to uniquely constrain models of star formation are likely to
be the most efficient strategy for validating the results here in the future.
If some of the suggested tests confirm IMF variations (see Chapter 4), then
the current galaxy models have to be reconsidered, especially when applied
to the galaxies in the first billion years. In this regard, the work in Chap-
ter 3 turns to one of the most extreme environments for star formation that
may mimic those of the first early galaxies: active galactic nuclei.

Chapter 3 presents the latest observations of the quasar SDSS
0956+5128 at z ∼ 0.7 with very distinct outflow features that appear to be
unique in over 105 QSO observed in the SDSS. Apart from the cosmological
redshift, the object has two distinct velocity components in the broad line
region (BLR). Unlike typical outflows driven for example by accretion
disk winds, the emission lines in this object do not show a decrease in the
kinetic energy of the outflow as a function of distance (Yu et al., 2021). It
is argued that such specific velocity profile is consistent with the scenario
where supernova shocks waves traverse the BLR. It is going to be very
challenging to prove the occurrence of such events, and possibly one of the
best future directions is numerical simulations. This could form the basis
for future studies of star formation in extreme physical conditions, as well
as help to understand the growth of supermassive black holes in the early
galaxies.
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